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Abstract 

We study a one-dimensional version of the Hopfield model with long, but finite range inter-
actions below the critical temperature. Iri the thermodynamic limit we obtain large deviation 
estimates for the distribution of the "local" overlaps, the range of the interaction, ,-1 , being the 
large parameter. We show in particular that the local overlaps in a typical Gibbs configuration are 
constant and equal to one of the mean-field equilibrium values on a scale 0(1-2 ). We also give esti-
mates on the size of typical "jumps". i.e. the regions where transitions from one equilibrium value 
to another take place. Contrary to the situation in the ferromagnetic Kac-model, the structure of 
the profiles is found to be governed by the quenched disorder rather than by entropy. 
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1.Introd uction 

Models of statistical mechanics where particles (or spins) interact through potentials J1 ( r) = 
rd J ('yr), r E md, with J some function that either has bounded support or is rapidly decreasing 
were introduced by Kac et al. [KUH) in 1963 as links between short-range, microscopic models 
and mean field theories such as the van der Waals theory of the liquid-gas transition. The main 
success of these models can be seen in that they explain, through the Lebowitz-Penrose theorem, 
the origin of the Maxwell rule that has to be invoked in an ad hoe way to overcome the problem of 
the non-convexity of the thermodynamic functions arising in mean-field theories. 

Recently, there has been renewed interest in this model in the context of attempting to obtain 
a precise description of equilibrium configurations [COP] and their temporal evolution [DOPT] in 
magnetic systems at low temperatures. In [COP] large deviation techniques were used to describe 
precisely the profiles of local magnetization in a one dimensional Ising model with Kac potential 
in infinite volume in the limit I -!- 0. It turned out that this apparently simple system exhibits 
a surprisingly rich structure when considered at appropriate scales and it appears that the Kac-
type models can still offer an interesting test ground for the study of low-temperature phenomena. 
The purpose of the present paper is to extend such an analysis to a class of models with random 

interactions. 

Spin systems where spins at sites i and j interact through a random coupling Jij whose mean 
value is zero (or close to zero) are commonly termed spin glasses. The prototype models are the 
Sherrington-Kirkpatrick model (SK-model) [SK] where the lattice is the completely connected graph 
on N vertices and the couplings Jij are i.i.d. centered gaussian variables with variance N-1/ 2 , and 
the Edwards-Anderson model [EA], defined on the lattice zzd and with Jii i.i.d. centered random 
variables with variance 1 if i and j are nearest neighbors in the lattice, whereas Jij = 0 otherwise. 

These systems are notoriously difficult to analyse and little is known on a firm basis about their 
low temperature properties. The situation is somewhat better in the case of the mean-field SK-
model, for which there is at least a rather elaborate picture based on the so-called replica-method 

(for a review see [MPV]) which is quite commonly accepted, although almost no results exist that 
are mathematically rigorous. Exceptions concern the high-temperature phase [ALR, FZ, CN, Tl] 
and some self-averaging properties of the thermodynamic quantities [PS, BGP3]. For short-range 
models (the Edwards-Anderson model [EA) the situation is much worse, and there exist conflicting 
theories on such fundamental questions as the upper and lower critical dimension and the number 
of low temperature phases, all <;>f which are more or less supported by heuristic arguments (see e.g. 
[FH, BF, vE, NS]), and the interpretation of numerical simulations on finite systems (for a recent 
analysis and a critical assessment of the situation see [MPR]). 
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The difficulties with the SK-model have soon prompted the proposal of simplified models for 
spin-glasses in which the statistics of the random couplings was changed while some of the features 
are conserved. The Mattis-model [Ma] where Jij = EiEj with Ei independent symmetric Bernoulli 
variables was realized to be trivially equivalent to a ferromagnet and lacking the essential feature of 
frustration; Luttinger [Lu] amended this by setting Jij = eleJ +eleJ while Figotin and Pastur [FPl, 
FP2] proposed and analysed a generalization of this interaction with an arbitrary fixed number of 
summands and more general distribution of the random variables er. While these models could 
be solved exactly, they lacked essential features expected for real spin glasses and thus did not 
become very popular until they were again proposed in a quite different context by Hopfield [Ho] 
as models for autoassociative memory. Hopfield also considered the number of summands, M, to 
be a function of the size, N, of the graph ('network') and observed numerically a drastic change of 
behaviour of the system as the ratio a = M / N exceeded a certain threshold. This was confirmed 
by Amit et al. [AGS] through a theoretical analysis using the replica trick. Indeed, the Hopfield 
model can be seen as a family of models depending on the different growth rate of M(N) that 
mediates between simple ferromagnets and the SK spin-glass. 

The Hopfield model offers the advantage to be more amenable to a mathematically rigorous 
analysis then the SK-model, at least as long as M(N) does not grow too fast with N. By now we 
have a fairly complete understanding of the structure of the low temperature Gibbs states [BGPl, 
BGP3, BG4] in the case where limNtoo M / N :::; ao, for ao sufficiently small. It is thus interesting 
to take advantage of this situation in order to get some insight into the relation between finite 
dimensional spin-glasses and the corresponding mean field models by studying the finite dimensional 
version of the Hopfield model with a Kac-type interaction. It should be noted that such a model 
had already been considered by Figotin and Pastur [FP3] in 1982 in the case of bounded M. In 
a recent paper [BGP2] we have proven the analogue of the classical Lebowitz-Penrose theorem for 
this model, i.e. we have proven the convergence of the thermodynamic functions to the convex 
hulls of those of the mean-field model as / .t. 0 under the condition that lim-y.io M('Y) I ln 1lh = 0. 
In the present paper we turn to the more detailed analysis of the Gibbs states of the Kac-Hopfield 
model and consider, as a first step, the one dimensional case along the lines of [COP]. 

Let us start by defining our model in a precise way and by fixing our notations. Let (n, F, IP) 
be an abstract probability space. Let e = {ef}iEZ,µEJN be a two-parameter family of independent, 
identically distributed random variables on this space such that IP(er = 1) = IP(er = -1) = ~
(the precise form of the distribution of er is not really essential and far more general distributions 
can be considered). We denote by a a function a : 7Z ~ {-1, 1} and call ai, i E 7Z the spin at 
site i. We denote by S the space of all such functions, equipped with the product topology of the 
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discrete topology in {-1, 1}. We choose the function J1 (i - j) = 1J (Iii - jl), and. 

J(x) = { 1, 
0, 

if lxl ::; 1/2 
otherwise (1.1) 

(Note that other choices for the function J(x) are possible. They must satisfy the conditions 
J(x) 2:: 0, J dxJ(x) = 1, and must decay rapidly to zero on a scale of order unity. For example, 
the origina~ choice of Kac was J(x) = e-lxl. For us, the choice of the characteristic function is 
particularly convenient). 

The interaction between two spins at sites i and j will be chosen for given w E n, as 

1 M('Y) 
- 2 L enwJef[wJJ,(i - j)O"iO"j (1.2) 

µ=1 

and the formal Hamiltonian will be 

l M(1) 
H,[w](O") = -2 L L ef[w]ef[w]J,(i - j)O"iO"j 

(i,j)EZxZ µ=1 

(1.3) 

As usual, to make mathematically meaningful statements, we have to consider restrictions of this 
quantity to finite volumes. We will do this in a particular way which requires some prior discussion. 
Note that the parameter 1' introduces a natural length scale ,-1 into our model which is the distance 
over which spins interact directly. We will be interested later in the behaviour of the system on 
that and larger scales and will refer to it as the macroscopic scale, whereas the sites i of the 
underlying lattice ~ are referred to as the microscopic scale. In the course of our analysis we will 
have to introduce two more intermediate, mesoscopic scales, as shall be explained later. We find 
it convenient to measure distances and to define finite volumes in the macroscopic rather than the 
microscopic scale, as this allows to deal with volumes that actually do not change with 1'· Although 
this will require some slightly unconventional looking definitions, we are convinced the reader will 
come to appreciate the advantages of our conventions later on. Let thus A = [ ,\_, A+] C IR be an 
interval on the real line. Thus for points i E ~ referring to sites on the microscopic scale we will 
write 

i E A iff ,\_ ::; 1i ::; .\+ (1.4) 

Note that we will stick very strictly to the convention that the letters i, j, k always refer to micro-
scopic sites. The Hamiltonian corresponding to a volume A (with free boundary conditions) can 
then be written as 

l M(1) 
H,,A[w](O") = -2 L L ef[w]ef[w]J,(i - j)O"iO"j 

(i,j)EAxA µ=l 

(1.5) 
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We shall also write in the same spirit SA = xiEA {-1, 1} and denote its elements by aA. The 
interaction between the spins in· A and those outside A will be written as 

M(!) 

w,,A[w](aA, O"Ac) = - L L L ef[w]{f[w]J,(i - j)aiO"j (1.6) 
iEAjEAc µ:::::1 

The finite volume Gibbs measure for such a volume A with fixed external configuration O"Ac (the 
'local specification') is then defined by assigning to each a A E SA the mass 

Q<TAc [w](dA) =: 1 e-f3[H..,.,A[w]{uA)+W..,.,A[w]{uA,<TAc)) 
{3,[,A Z<TAc [w] 

{3,1,A 
(1.7) 

where z;~c,A[w] is a normalizing factor usually called partition function. We will also denote by 

1 Yf3 A[w](aA) = e-f3H..,.,A[w](uA) 
'
1

' Z [w] {3,1,A 
(1.8) 

the Gibbs measure with free boundary conditions. It is crucial to keep in mind that we are always 
interested in taking the infinite volume limit A t m first for fixed I and to study the asymptotic 
of the result as / + 0 (this is sometimes referred to as the 'Lebowitz-Penrose limit'). 

In [BGP2] we have studied the distribution of the global 'overlaps' m~(a) =: lfi 2:iEA ef ai 
under the Gibbs measure (1.7). Here we are going into more detail in that we want to analyse 
the distribution of local overlaps. To do this we will actually have to introduce two intermediate 
mesoscopic length scales, 1 « £(!) « L(!) « ,-1 . Note that both £(!) and L(!) will tend to 
infinity as·/+ 0 while l(!)/L(!) as well as 1L(!) tend to zero. We will assume that£, Land ,-1 

are integer multiples of each other. Further conditions on this scales will be imposed later. To 
simplify notations, the dependence on / off, and L will not be made explicit in the sequel. We now 
divide the real line into boxes of length 1£ and 1L, respectively, with the first box, called 0 being 
centered at the origin. The boxes of length 1£ will be called x, y, or z, and labelled by the integers. 
That is, the box x is the interval of length 1£ centered at the point 1ix. No confusion should arise 
from the fact that we use the symbol x as denoting both the box and its label, since again x, y, z 
are used exclusively for this type of boxes. In the same way, the letters r, s, t are reserved for the 
boxes of length 1L, centered at the points 1L~, and finally we reserve u, v, w for boxes of length 
one centered at the integers. With these conventions, it makes sense to write e.g. i E x shorthand 
for ix - i/2 ~ i ~ix+ i/2, etc.1 In this spirit we define the M(!) dimensional vector mt(x, a) and 
mL(r, a) whose µ-th components are 

(1.9) 

1 On a technical level we will in fact have to use even more auxiliary intermediate scales, but as in (COP] we will 

try to keep this under the carpet as far as possible. 
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and 

m'f)r, Ci) = ~ L erO"i 
iEr 

(1.10) 

respectively. Note that we have, for instance, that 

m'{(r, CT) = f L m~(x, CT) (1.11) 
xEr 

We will also have to be able to indicate the box on some larger scale containing a specified box on 
the smaller scale. Here we write simply, e.g., r(x) for the unique box of length L that contains the 
box x oflength £. Expressions like x(i), u(y) or s(k) have corresponding meanings. 

Remark: It easy to connect from our notation to the continuum notation used in [COP]. For 
instance, (1.9) can be rewritten as 

1 
m.e(x, u) = -~rr L ef Cii 

'"'( iEx 
(1.12) 

where 'Y I:iEx can be interpreted as a Riemann sum; the same ocGurs in all other expressions. 

The role of the different scales will be the following. We will be interested in the typical profiles 
of the overlaps on the scale L, i.e. the typical mL(r, CT) as a function of r; we will control these 
functions within volumes on the macroscopic scale ,.,,-1 . The smaller mesoscopic scale l enters only 
in an auxiliary way. Namely, we will use a block-spin approximation of the Hamiltonian with blocks 
of that size. We will see that it is quite crucial to use a much smaller scale for that approximation 
than the scale on which we want to control the local overlaps. This was noted already in [COP). 

We want to study the probability distribution induced by the Gibbs measure on the functions 
mL(r) through the map defined by (1.10). The corresponding measure space is for fixed 'Y simply 
the discrete space {-1, -1+2/ L, ... , 1-2/ L, l}M(r)xz, which should be equipped with the product 
topology. Since this topology is quite non-uniform with respect to 'Y (note that both Land M tend 
to infinity as 'Y .} 0), this is, however, not well adapted to take the limit 'Y .} 0. Thus we replace 
the discrete topology on {-1, -1 + 2/ L, ... , 1 - 2/ L, l}M(r) by the Euclidean £2-topology (which 
remains meaningful in the limit) and the product topology corresponding to 7L is replaced by the 
weak local L2 topology w.r.t. the measure '"'(L I:rE·; that is to say, a family of profiles m[,(r) 
converges to the profile mL(r), if! for all finite R E IR, '"'(L I:rE[-R,R] llm£(r) - mL(r)ll2 + 0 as 
n t oo. While for all finite 'Y this topology is completely equivalent to the product topology of 
the discrete topology, the point here is that it is meaningful to ask for uniform convergence with 
respect to t:qe parameter 'Y· We will denote this space by Ty, or simply T and call it the space of 
profiles (on scale L). 

Before presenting our results, it may be useful to discuss in a somewhat informal way the 
heuristic expectations based on the the work of [COP] and the results known from [BGPl, BG-
P3, BG4]. In [COP] it was shown that the typical magnetization profiles are such that almost 
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everywhere, mL(r, u) is very close to one of the two equilibrium values of the mean field model, 
±a(/3); moreover, the profile is essentially constant over macroscopic distances of the order e,-i. 

The distances between jumps are actually independent exponentially distributed random variables. 
Heuristically, this picture is not too difficult to understand. First, one approximates the Hamilto-
nian by a block-spin version by replacing the interaction potential by a function that is constant 
over blocks of length L. Ignoring the error term, the resulting model depends on u only through 

the variables mL(r, u) .. In fact, at each block r there is a little mean-field model and these mean 
field models interact through a ferromagnetic interaction of the form J1 L(r - s )(mL(r) - mL(s )) 2 . 

This interaction can only bias a given block to choose between the two possible equilibrium values, 
but never prevent it from taking on an eql_lilibrium value over a longer interval. Moreover, it tends 
to align the blocks .. To jump from one equilibrium into the other costs in fact an energy of the 
order of ,-1, so that the probability that this happens in a given unit interval is of the order 
e_,-i. This explains why the entropy can force this to happen only on distances of the order of 

the inverse of this value. Finally, the Markovian character of a one-dimensional model leaves only a 
Poisson-distribution as a candidate for the distribution of the jumps. The main difficulty in turning 
these arguments into rigorous proofs lies in the control of the error terms. 

It is crucial for the above picture that there is a complete symmetry between the two equilib-
rium states of the mea:q. field model. As we have shown in [BGP2], the Kac-Hopfield model can 
be approximated by a blocked model just the same, and in [BGPl] we have shown that the mean 
field Hopfield model has its equilibrium states sharply concentrated at the 2M points ±a(f3)eµ, 
where eµ is the µ-th standard unit vector. Thus we can again expect the overlap profiles to be over 
long distances constant close to one of these values. What is different here, however, is that due 
to the disorder the different equilibrium positions are not entirely equivalent. We have shown in 
[BGP3] that the fluctuations are only of the order of the square root of the volume, but since they 
are independent from block to block, they can add up over a long distance and effectively enforce 
jumps to different equilibrium positions at distances that are much shorter than those between en-
tropic jumps. In fact, within the blocked approximation, it is not hard to estimate that the typical 
distance over which the profiles remain constant should be of the order ,-1 on the macroscopic 
scale (i.e. ,-2 on the microscopic scale). Using a concentration of measure estimates in a form 
developed by M. Talagrand [T2], we extent these estimates to the full model. Our main results on 
the typical profiles can then be summarized (in a slightly informal way) as follows: 

Assume that lim,-i,o 1M(r) = 0. Then there is a scale L « ,-1 such that with IP-probability 

tending to one (as I + 0) the following holds: 

(i) In any given macroscopic finite volume in any configuration that is "typical" with respect to 

the infinite volume Gibbs measure, for "most" blocks r, mL(r, u) is very close to one of the 
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values ±a(f3)eµ (we will say that mL(u, O") is "close to equilibrium"). 

(ii) In any macroscopic volume ~ that is small compared to ,-1, in a typical configuration, there 

is 'at most one connected subset J (called a '~ump") with IJI rv 
1

1£ on which mL is not close to 

equilibrium. Moreover, if such a jump occurs, then there exist (s1, µ1) and (s2, µ2), such that for 

all u E ~ to the left of J, mL(u, O") rv s1a(f3)eµ1 and for all u E ~ to the right of J, mL(u, O") rv 

s2a(f3)eµ2 

The precise statement of these facts will require more notation and is thus postponed to Section 
6 where it will be stated as Theorem 6.15. That section contains also the large deviation estimates 
that are behind these results. We should mention that we have no result that would prove the 
existence of a "jump" in a sufficiently large region. We discuss this problem in Section 7 in some 
more detail. 

We also remark that the condition lim,.io "(M(!) = 0 will be imposed thoughout the paper. 
It could be replaced with lim sup1 .io 'Y M (!) ::; O'.c ((3) for some strictly positive O'.c ((3) for all f3 > 1. 

However, an actual estimate of this constant would be outrageously tedious and does not really 
appear, in our view, to be worth the trouble. 

The remainder of the paper is organized in the following way. The next two sections provide 
some technical tools that will be needed throughout. Section 2 introduces the mesoscopic approxi-
mation of the Hamilitonian and corresponding error estimates. Section 3 contains large deviation 
estimates for the standard Hopfield model that are needed to analyse the mesoscopic approxima-
tion introduced before. Here we make use of some fundamental results from [BGP2] and [BG3] but 
present them in a somewhat different form. In ·section 4 we begin the actual analysis of typical 
profiles. Here we show that for events that are local, we can express their probabilities in terms 
of a finite volume measure with random boundary conditions (see Corollary 4.2). In Section 5 we 
derive estimates on the random fluctuations of the free energies corresponding to these measures. 
In Section 6 we make use of these estimates to show that local events can be analysed using the 
mesoscopic approximation introduced in Section 2. This section is divided into three parts. Section 
6.1 contains an analysis of measures with free boundary condition in macroscopic volumes of order 
o ( ,-1). It is shown that they are asymptotically concentrated on constant profiles (see Theorem 
6.1). This result is already quite ·instructive, and technically rather easy. In Sections 6.2 and 6.3 

· the measures with non-zero boundary conditions are studied. In Section 6.2 the case where the 
boundary conditions are the same on both sides of the box. It is shown that here, too, the profiles 
are typically constant and take the value favored by the boundary conditions (see Theorem 6.9). In· 
Section 6.3 the case with different boundary conditions is treated. Here we show that the typical 
profile has exactly one "jump" and is constant otherwise (see Theorem 6.14). The results of Sec-
tions 4 and 6 are then combined to yield Theorem 6.15 which gives a precise statement the result 
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announced above. In Section 7 we discuss some of the open points of our analysis. In particular 
we argue, that typical profiles are non-constant on a sufficiently large scale and that their precise 
form is entirely disorder determined (up to the global sign). We also formulate some conjectures for 
the model in dimensions greater than one. In Appendix A we give a proof of a technical estimate 
on the minimal energy associated to profiles that contain "jumps" between different equilibrium 
positions that is needed in Section 6. 
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2. Block-spin approximations 

While mean-field models are characterized by the fact that the Hamiltonian is a function of 
global averages of the spin variables, in Kac-models the Hamiltonian is "close", but not identical 
to a function of "local" averages. In this section we make this statement precise by introducing 
the block version of the Hamiltonian and deriving the necessary estimates on the error terms. We 
define 

(2.1) 

and 
(2.2) 

where 

E~,A(m) = -~1£ L J1 t(x - y)(m(x), m(y)) (2.3) 
(x,y)EAxA 

and 

E~·.~(m,m) = -1£L L L J1 (£x -Lr)(m(x),m(r)) (2.4) 
xEArEAc 

For our purposes, we only need to consider volumes A of the form A= [.x-, .x+] with IAI > 1. For 
such volumes we set 8A =a-Au a+A, a-A= [.x- - ~,.x-), and a+A = (.X+,_x+ + ~]. Thus, 

obviously, W1 ,A(O"A, O"Ac) = W1 ,A(crA, craA) and .6. W~;f (crA, O"Ac) = .6.W~;f (crA, craA)· 

Lemma 2.1: For all o > 0 

i) 

(2.5) 

ii) 

IP [ sup 11.6.W~;f(crA,CTaA)I > (41L(!)(log2+o) +1M(!)) (l+-Le)~]:::; 8e-~ (2.6) 
uESAuoA 

Proof: We will give the proof of (ii) only; the proof of (i) is similar and can be found in [BGP2]. 
Since IAI > 1, the spins inside a-A do not interact with those inside a+ A and .6.W~;f (crA, craA) can 
be written as 

(2.7) 

where 

.6.W~;f(crA,cra±A) = - L L LL[J,(i-j) - J,(tx -Lr)](ei,ei)cricri (2.8) 
xEA rEB±A iEx jEr 
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Both terms (2.7) being treated similarly, we will only consider AW~;~(uA, ua+A)· First notice that 
since . 

1-y(i -j) - 1-y(lx -Lr) = { [lI{li-jl$(2-y)-1}lI{l£:z:-Lrl>(2-y)-l} - lI{li-jl>(2-y)-1}lI{j£:z:-Lrj${2-y)-1}] 

(2.9) 
w~ can write AW~;~(uA, ua+A) = r [A1 W~;~(uA, ua+AY- A2W~;i(uA, ua+A)] with 

A1 W~;i(uA,ua+A) = - L L 'E'ElI{li-il$(2-y)-1}lI{llx-Lrl><2-y)-1}(ei,ej)uiui (2.10) 
:z:EA rE8+A iE:z: jEr 

and 

A2W~;i(uA, ua+ A) = - L L L L lI{li-jl>(2-y)-1} lI{ll:z:-Lrl$(2-y)-1} (ei, ej )uiO"j (2.11) 
:z:EA rE8+ A iE:z: jEr 

Again, both terms A1W~;~(uA,ua+A) and A2W~;~(uA,ua+A) can be treated in the same way so 
that we only present an estimate of the former. Using the identity 

and setting 

gµ (r) = -y,A (2.13) 
:r:EA: iE:z: jEr 

(2-y)-1 < ll:r:-Lrl :5(2-y)-1+(l+L)/2 

we have 
M 

A1W~;i(uA, ua+A) = - 'E 'E 9~,A(r) (2.14) 
µ=l rE8+A 

Note that the right hand side of (2.14) is a sum of independent random variables since for any two 
distinct r 1 , r 2 in a+ A, the sets {x EA : (21)-1 < jlx - Lr1 1 ~ (21)-1 + (£ + L)/2} and {x EA : 
(2r)-1 < llx - Lr2I ~ (21)-1 + (£ + L)/2} are disjoint. Therefore, 

IP [ sup r2 IA1 W~;~(uA,ua+)I > ~] ~ 2h-
1

+1)JP ['£ L 9~,A(r) > -y-2 ~] (2.15) 
r:;ES Aua+ A µ=l rE8+ A 

where the probability in the right hand side is independent of the chosen spin configuration u Aua+ A. 

For convenience we will choose the configuration whose spins are all one's. Using the exponential 
Markov inequality together with the independence, we get 
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Thus we have to estimate the Laplace-transform of g~,A(r) for any r Ea+ A. We write 

IEetg~,A(r) = 1E exp {t Le} L L 1I{li-jl~(2-y)-l }et} 
jEr xEA: iEx 

(21)-l < Jlx-LrJ$(21)-l +(l+L)/2 

(2.17) 

Note that all the eJ with j E r are independent of the ef with i E x for x satisfying (2-y)- 1 < 
j.ex - Lrl :::; (2-y)-1 + (.e + L)/2, and that, conditioned on these latter variables, the variables 

eJ 2=xEA 1[{(2-y)-1<1£x-Lrl~(2-y)-l+(HL)/2}1I{li-jl~(2-y)-1 }a are independent. If we denote by IEj 

the expectation w.r. t. eJ' this allows us to write 

(2.18) 

where we have used that ln cosh x :::; ~x2 • Using the Holder-inequality on the last line, we arrive at 

Now 

{ ( )2} Lt2 

1E exp 2 L L 1I{1i-j,~(2-y)-l }et . 
xEA: iEx 

(21)-l < Jlx-LrJ $(21)-l +(l+L)/2 

{ ( )2} Lt2 

::;JE exp 2 L Let 
xEA: iEx 

(21)-l <Jlx-Lrl$(21)-l+(L+L)/2 

< 1 
Jl - t 2 L(L + .e)/2 

where we have used the Khintchine inequality and the fact that, for all r E a+ A, 

""""" L+l ~ L 1[{(2-y)-1 <1£x-Lrj~(2-y)-1+(£+L)/2} :=::; - 2-
xEA iEx 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

Since for 0:::; x:::; 1/2, 1/Jl :_.x:::; ex, for t 2 :::; £(L1+.e), we finally get, collecting (2.18)-(2.20), 

(2.22) 
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Therefore, since Hr Ea+ A}< (21L)- 1 , choosing t = ~in (2.22) yields 
- L(L+l) 

IP [ sup 12 1~1 W~'~(aA, aa+A)I > -4E] ~ 22h+i exp{-~ [ E ] } exp { M } 
O'ES,\Ua+A ' 'Y 41JL(L+l) 41L 

(2.23) 
Choosing E in 2.6 as E = 41JL(L + l) (log2 + ~~~J + 8) for some 8 > 0, gives (2.6). O 
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3. Some large deviation estimates for the Hopfield model 

In the preceeding chapter we have introduced the block-approximation for the Hamilto~ian 
of the Kac-Hopfield model. To make use of these, we need some large deviation results for the 
standard Hopfield model. They are essentially contained in [BGPl] and [BGP2], but we present 
them here in a slightly different way that focuses on our actual needs. We set ~ = a throughout 
this section. 

Recall that we have to consider the quantities 

ZN,(3,p(m) := 2-N L /t' limN[w](u)ll~ JI{llmN(u)-mll2:5P} (3.1) 
uESN 

We set fN,(3,p(m) = -iN lnZN,(3,p(m). In this paper we are mostly interested in the localization 
of the minima of the functions f N,(3,p(m). Thus we will only need the following estimates: 

Lemma 3.1: Define the random function 

1 1 N 
<I>N,(3(m) = 2llmll~ - (3N ?= lncosh ((3(~i, m)) 

i=l . 

(3.2) 

Then 

(3.3) 

and for p 2:: ~' if m* is a critical point of <I>N,(3(m), 

(3.4) 

Proof: To prove Lemma 3.1, we define probability measures iP on {-1, l}N through their expec-
tation IB17 , given by 

(3.5) 

We have obviously that 

ZN,(3,p( m) = IBue /3t' limN(u)ll~ -(3N(m,mN(u)) lI{llmN(u)-mll2 :5P }IEuef3N(m,mN(u)) 

= e- (Jt' llmll~ IBue /3t' limN(u)-mll~ lirnmN{u)-ml12 :5P }IEuef3N(m,mN(u)) (3.6) 

_ f3N(-~llmll~+/iv L::1 lncoshf3{ei,m))IE- 13t'iimN(u)-mll~JI · - e ue {1imN(u)-mi12:5P} 

But 

(3.7) 
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so that we get on the one hand 

(3.8) 

which yields (3.3), and on the other hand 

(3.9) 

But, using Chebychev's inequality, we have that 

(3.10) 

and 

lEllmN(a) - mll~ = 

IE IT!!' ef3(m,eiui) "'°' (N-2 "'°'. tl.! tv O" ·ak _ 2mv N-1 "'°'. µ~ O". + (mv)2) 
CT i=l 61,1 · 61,k ~1 ~k 1 61 1 1 

.N 
rri=l cosh,B(ei, m) 

= ~2 LL1 + ~2 L L tanh(,B(m, ej)) tanh(,B(m, ek))e3e;: 
1,1 j 1,1 j# (3.11) 

2 
- N LLmvtanh(,B(m,ei))ej + L(mv)2 

j 1,1 1,1 

=; -L ~ 2=tanh2{/3{m,(;)) + L (~ :L:ertanh{/3{m,(;))-m")
2 

1,1 i 1,1 i 

IF m* is a critical point of q>, 

m* = ~Lei tanh(,B(m*, ei)) 
i 

(3.12) 

and so the last terms in (3.11) vanish and we remain with 

(3.13) 

from which (3.4) follows immediately.O 

Given the upper and lower bounds in terms of q>, it remains to show that this function takes 
its absolute minima near the points m(µ,s) = sa(,B)eµ only. This was done in [BG~l] and, with 
sharper estimates in [BG3]. We recall· this result in a form suitable for our purposes. We denote 
by a(,B) the positive solution of the equation a= tanh(,Ba). 

Proposition 3.2: Assume that fol a(,8) 2 is sufficiently small. Then there exists a set [!4 (N) C n 
with IP(n4(N)) 2:: 1 - e-cM such that for all w E n4 , for all m E mM 

(3.14) 
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where E is a non ra.ndom function that satisfies 

(3.15) 

where c, c1, c2 are finite positive constants. 

Proof: By some trivial changes of notations this follows from the estimates in Section 3 of [BG3], 
in particular Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.9. O 
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4. Local effective measures 

In Section 2 we have seen that the Kac-Hopfield Hamiltonian can be approximated by a block-
spin Hamiltonian up to errors that are essentially proportional to 1l times the volume. This means 
of course that we cannot use this approximation throughout the entire volume A if we are interested 
in controlling local observables, as the errors would grow without bounds in the thermodynamic 
limit. A clever way to solve this difficulty was given in [COP] for the ferromagnetic Kac-model. 
The crucial point is that if one is interested in local observables in a box V, it is possible to show 
that with large probability (w.r.t. the Gibbs measure) not far away from this volume, there are 
intervals of macroscopic length 1 where the mesoscopic magnetization profiles are very close to one 
of the "equilibrium" values of the mean-field model. This knowledge allows to effectively decouple 
the system inside and outside this region, with the outside acting only as a "boundary condition". 
Due to the randomness of the interaction, an additional difficulty presents itself in terms of the 
randomness of the effective boundary conditions. This makes it necessary to perform this analysis 
on two separate length scales: in this section we consider a rather large volume (which we will see 
later can be chosen of order o('Y-1) (on the macroscopic scale); in Section 6 these measures will be 
further analyzed by localizing them to much' smaller boxes. 

To begin, we imitate [COP] by defining variables 'T/ that serve as a decomposition of the 
configuration space through 

{ 
seµ 

rJ(u, a)= 'TJ<;,L(u, a)= 0 
if VrEu llm(µ,s) - mL(r, a)ll2 ::; ( 
if V µ,s ::lrEu : llm(µ,s) - mL(r, a) 112 > ( (4.1) 

(This definition is unequivocal if ( is chosen small enough i.e. ( < v'2a(,B)). For a given configu~ 
ration a, 'T/ determines whether a unit interval is close to equilibrium on the scale L. For a given 
volume V = [v_, v+] CA, with !VI> 1, we set 

and 

T + = { inf { U 2: V + : 'TJ ( u, a) -:j:; Q} 
· oo if no such u exists 

7
- = { sup{u::; v_ : rJ(u, a)"# O} 

-oo if no such u exists 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

for a given configuration a, r± indicates the position of the first unit interval to the right, respec. 
the left, of V where the configurations a is close to equilibrium. 

Let us introduce the indices µ+,µ-,s+,s-,w+,w- whereµ± E {1, ... ,M('Y)}, s± E {-1,1} 
and w+ E [v+, oo), w_ E (-oo, v_]. In the sequel, if not otherwise specified, all sums and unions 
over these indices run over the above sets. With these notations we define a partition of the 
configuration space S whose atoms are given by 

(4.4) 
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and we denote by 

Notice that 

where 

u 
µ±,s±,w± 

O~±(w±-v±)~R 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

A+(R) := {u ES: r+ > v+ +R} = {u ES: Vv+:::;w:::;v++R ry(w,u) = 0} (4.7) 

and 

Before stating the main results of this chapter we need some further notations. For given 
indices µ±, s±, W± we write A = [w_ + ~' w+ - ~] and we set 

(4.9) 

We define the Gibbs measure on A with mesoscopic boundary conditions m(µ±,s±) as the measure 

that assigns, to each ut:,. E St:,., the mass, 

(4.10) 

± ± 
where z~,,.r:8s [w] is the corresponding normalization factor and 

W1 ,t:,.[w](u A., m(µ± ,s±)) = -Ls-a(/3)e( ui L J1 (i - j) - Ls+ a(/3)et ui L J,(i - j) 
iEA. jE8-A. iEA. jE8+ A. 

(4.11) 

Proposition 4.1: Let F be a cylinder event with base contained in [v_, v+]· Then 

i) There exists a positive constant c such that, for all integer R, there exists OR with IP(OR) ~ 
1 - Re-c'- 1 such that for allµ±, s±, W±, v+ ::; w+ ::; v+ + R, V"- - R ::; w ::; v_ and w E nR 

for all A ::J [v_ - R, v+ + R] 

9,a,,,A[w] ( F n A(µ±, s±, w±)) ::; 9~~:S: [w] (F) 9,a,,,A[w] (A(µ±, s±, w±)) es,a,-
1 

(C+21L) 

(4.12) 

and for any u+ ~ v+, u_ ::; v_, 

9,a,,,A[w] ( F n A(µ±, s±, u±)) ~ 9~~:[:_ ,u+] [w] (F) 9,a,,,A[w] (A(µ±, s±, u±)) e-s,a,-
1 
(C+2

1L) 

(4.13) 
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ii} There exist a positive constant c' such that for all integer R, there exists nR with IP(OR) ~ 1-
,-l Re-c' M and there exist finite positive constants c1 and c2 such that if ( E( ()r L > 2c1 jii, 
then for' all w E nR and A ::J [v_ - R, V+ + R] . 

9,e,1 ,A[w](F n SR,) :::; exp (-(3LRc2(E(()) (4.14) 

Corollary 4.2: Let F be a cylinder event with base contained in [v_, v+]· Then there exist a 

positive constant c' such that for all integer R, there exists nR with IP(OR) ~ 1 -1-1 Re-c' M and 

there exist finite positive constants c1 and c2 such that if (E(()rL >2c1 jii, then for all w E nR 
and A ::J [v_ - R,v+ + R] 

9,e,1 ,A[w](F) :::; L 
µ±,s± 

-R<w-~v

v+~w+<R 

9~~·,S: [w] (F) 9,e,,,A[w] (A(µ±, s±, w±)) e8.B1-
1 

(C+21L) 

+exp (-(3LRc2(E(()) 

and there exist U± with ±(u± - V±) :::; R such that for all A ::J [v_ - R, v+ + R] 

9,e,1 ,A[w] (F) ~ L 9~~:[:_,u+] [w](F) 9,e,1 ,A[w] (A(µ±, s±, u±)) e-s,e,-
1 

(C+21L) 
µ±,s± . 

and there exists (µ±, s±) such that 

( -- ± ± ) 1 9,e,,,A[w] A(µ , s , u±) ~ SR2 M 2 

(4.15) 

( 4.16) 

( 4.17) 

Remark: Corollary 4.2 tells us that in order to estimate the probability of some local event in 
V with respect to the infinite volume Gibbs measure we only need to control finite volume Gibbs 
measures in volumes j..6.j with all possible boundary conditions corresponding to one of the mean 
field equilibrium states. This analysis will be performed in Section 6. On the other hand, it appears 
quite hopeless to get a more precise information than ( 4.27) on the terms 9,e,,,A[w] (A(µ±, s±, u±)) 
appearing in both bounds. This is, after some thought, not surprising, but reflects the fact that the 
exact shape of typical profiles depends strongly on the disorder and only some of their properties 
on relatively short scales can be effectively controlled. In particular, it is clear that we cannot hope 
to get something like a full large deviation principle (in the sense of the results of [COP] in the 
deterministic case) for the infinite volume Gibbs measures. 

Proof: The first assertion of Corollary 4.2 is obvious from (4.12) and (4.14). To prove the second, 

we need to show that 

( -- ± ± ) 1 sup sup 9,e,1 ,A[w] A(µ , s , u±) ~ SR2 Af2 
µ±,s± ±(u±-v±)::;R 

(4.18) 
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But from ( 4.14) we see that 

~ ~ 1 - exp (-j3LRc2(c(()) ~ 1 - 9,e,,,A[w](SR) 

~ 9,e,,,A[w] (r+ ~ v+ + R, 7- ~ v_ - R) 

< 9,e,1 ,A[w] (r_ = u_, T+ = u+) 

< 
±(u±-v±):s;R 

~ L L 9,e,1 ,A[wJ(17(u_,s)=s-eµ-,1J(u+,s)=s+eµ+) 
±(u±-v±):s;R µ±,s± 

~ 4R2 M 2 sup sup 9,e,,,A[w] (A(µ±, s±, u±)) 
±(u±-v±):s;R µ± ,s± 

which gives ( 4.18). O 

In order to prove Proposition 4.1, we need the following lemmata. 

(4.19) 

Lemma 4.3: For any finite subset r C ~ we denote by A(I') the M x M-matrix with elements 

Aµ,v(r) = 1 ~ 1 Lerer 
iEf 

and let B be the N x N -matrix with entries 

M 
- 1 ~ tµtµ Bi,i - N L.J t:.i t:.j 

µ=1 

Set N = II'I and assume that M ~ N 116 • Then, 

(i) 

JEllA(r)-:- llll:::; Iii- ( 2 +Iii-) + C ~.1J; 
and 

{ii) There exists a universal constant K < oo such that for all 0 ~ 8 ~ 1. 

IP [J llB(r) II - JEllB(r) 11 I > il] ~ K exp ( -N :; ) 

In particular, 

IP [llA(r)ll 2: ( 1 +Iii-) 2 

(1+8)] :::; K exp (-N :; ) 

( 4.20) 

(4.21) 

( 4.22) 

(4.23) 

( 4.24) 

Proof: For the proof of this Lemma, see [BG3], Section 2. Somewhat weaker estimates were 
previously obtained in [Ge,ST,BGl,BGPl]. O 
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Lemma 4.4: Let {Xi(n), i ~ 1} be independent random variables with Xi(n) ~ 0, satisfying, for 
any z ~ 0, 

( 4.25) 

where an, bn, Cn are strictly positive parameters satisfying bn t oo and (lncn)/bn + 0 as n t oo. 
Then, 

JE(X;(n)) ~an ( 1 + ]~~) 
and, for all E > 0 and n sufficiently large, 

where 'TJ = 77(E, bn, en)+ 0 as n too. 

Proof: Setting Yi(n) = Xi(n)/an, we have, 

Thus, for any x ~ 0, 

JE(Y;(n)) = lE ['" :l[{y:o;Y;(n)}dy = l'° IP(Y;(n) ;::>: y)dy 

lE(Yi(n)) ~ 1 + x + {CX) IP(Yi(n) ~ y)dy 
Jl+x 

Performing the change of variable y = 1 + z and making use of ( 4.15) yields 

( 4.26) 

(4.27) 

(4.28) 

(4.29) 

(4.30) 

Now, choosing x = (lncn)/bn minimizes the r.h.s. of (4.30) and gives (4.26). To prove (4.24) we 
first use that, by the exponential Markov inequality, for any t > 0, 

(4.31) 

To estimate the Laplace transform of Yi ( n), we write that, 

lEetY,(n) = JE(l + l'° te'•:l[{y::;Y,(n)}dy) = 1 + l'° te'• IP(Y;(n) ;::>: y)dy (4.32) 

and, for any x ~ 0, 

lEetYi(n) = 1 + {l+x tety IP(Yi(n) ~ y)dy + {CX) tety IP(Yi(n) ~ y)dy 
Jo l1+x . 

~ et(l+x) +. {ex; tety IP(Yi(n) ~ y)dy (4.33) 
Jl+x 

~ e•(H•) + c,.te' 1°" e-z(b.-t)dz 
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where we used ( 4.25) in the last line after having performed the change of variable y = 1 + z. 
Choosing t = bn(l - 'TJ) for some 0 < 'TJ:::; 1, we get 

JEetY;(n) :,; eb,(1-~)(t+x) [ 1 + Cn 1 ~ T/ e-xb,] 

:::; exp (bn(l -TJ)(l + x) + c,. 
1 ~ T/ e-xb,) 

( 4.34) 

and finally, inserting ( 4.34) in ( 4.31) yields 

For n large enough, choosing x = E/2, one can always choose 'TJ = 'TJ(E, bn, en) such that the last 
exponential in (4.35) is less than 1 and 'TJ(E, bn, en) -i. 0 as n too. O 

Lemma 4.5: There exists a positive constant c such that, for all integer R, there exists nR with 
IP(OR) ?: 1-Ry- 1e-c-Y-

1 such that for allµ±, s±, W±, v+ :=::; w+ :::; v+ + R, v_ - R:::; w_ :::; v_ and 

w E OR 

{i) 

sup j,-·1 E~'.i[w](aA, mL(aaA))-W-y,A[w](aA, m(µ±,s±))I :::; ,,-1 (1+J2,M('Y)).J2 
u:17(w± ,u)=s±eµ± 

(4.36) 
and 

(ii) 

sup IW-y,A[w](aA, aaA)I :::; ,-14(1 + VM/i)2 ( 4.37) 
u 

where .6. = [w_ + ~' w+ - ~]. 

Proof: We first prove (i). We set 

where 

(4.39) 

and 

W~dw](aA,m(µ+,s+)) = -L L:>+a(,B)~( O"i L J-y(i-Lr) ( 4.40) 
iEA rE8+A 
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We will consider only the terms corresponding to the interaction with the right part of~' the other 
ones being similar. We have 

,,,-
1 E~:i[w](a .6., mL(aa+ .6.)) - W~.6.[w](a .6., m(µ+ ,s+))' 1I{o-EA(µ± ,s±,w±)} 

:::; L L L J'Y(i - Lr)ai ( ei, [mL(r, O"a+.6.) - m(µ+,s+)]) 1I{o-EA(µ±,s±,w±)} 
iEArEo+.6. 

:::; L L L J'Y(i - Lr)ewi 
rEo+.6. iEA 2 

T-(a) is defined in an analogous way. Recalling the definition (4.21) we have 

1 

T+(a) =(L L ( L L (ei, ej)O"iO"jJ'"'((i - Lr)J'Y(j - Lr)) 
2 

rEo+ A iE[w+-1,w+-t] jE[w+-1,w+-t] 

( 4.41) 

1 

:s;(L L (l'-1 llBll L (aJ'Y(i - Lr))2
) 

2 

(4.42) 
rEo+.6. iE[w+-1,w+-t] 

:s;(L L llBll t. 

:::; ' ( 2,,) - 1
11 B 11 t 

where we have used in the last inequality that #{r Ea+~}= (2f'L)-1 . Thus, by Lemma 4.3, for 
all E > 0, 

IP [supT+(a) 2:: ((2!')-1(1 + ~)v'f+E] :::; 2K,,-1 exp (--E-) (4.43) 
o-ES . 2Kf' 

from which (i) follows. 

We turn to the proof of (ii). Using (2.2) we have, for all E > 0, 

IP [sup IW'"'f,A[w](a.6., aa.6.)1 2:: 4E2
] 

o-ES 

~JP b~ 1'Y-1 E~',~ (mt(cra), mt(craa)) 12': 2e2
] + lP b~ lllw~;~ (era, craa) 12': 2e2

] 

(4.44) 

Let us consider the first probability in the r.h.s. of ( 4.44). By definition, 

E~·.~ (m£(a.6.), ml(aa.6.)) = f'l L L J'Yl(x - y)(m£(x, a.6.), mi(Y, aa.6.)) (4.45) 
:z:EAyE8A 

Now 
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where B(x) is the f, x £-matrix B(x) = {B(x)i,ihEx,jEx with B(x)i,j = 12::!1 ef ej. Thus 

IE~',~(mg(a.6.),mt(aa.6.))1:::; ('yf)2 L L Il{1£x-£yl:5{2-y)-1}llB(x)lltllB(y)llt 
xEAyE8A 

:::; ('Ye L llB(x)llt) (1£ L llB(y)llt) 
xE[w+-1,w+-tl yE[w+-i,w++l] (4.47) 

+ ( "(£ xE[w-~w-+1] llB(x)llt) ( "(£ yE[w~-+tJ llB(y)llt) 

= T1T2 +T3T4 

and, 

( 4.48) 

where the last equality in (4.47) defines the quantities Tk. All four probabilities on the right 
hand side of ( 4.48) will be bounded in the same way. Let us consider IP(T1 ~ E). Note that 

{ llB(x)llt} are independent random variables. It follows from Lemma 4.3 that, for 
xE[w+-1,w+-i] 

all€> 0, 

( 4.49) 

and by Lemma 4.4, we get that for large enough £, 

(4.50) 

Therefore, choosing E = ~(1 + .JMTi,)(1 + €) in (4.44), (4.48) yields 

IP b~ 1'Y-l E~',~ (mt(o-A), mt(craA)) I ~ (2'Y)-1(1+ .JMTi,)2(1 +€)2] :;::; 4K exp (-2:'Y) 
(4.51) 

Choosing € = 1 and using Lemma 2.1 to bound the second term in (4.44) we get (4.37) which 
concludes the proof of Lemma 4.5. () 

We are now ready to prove Proposition 4.1. 

Proof of Proposition 4.1 part i): Setting ~ c = A\~' some simple manipulations allow us to 
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write 

x IEu ce-/3[H. .. y,AC[w](uAc)+[w"'Y,A[w](uA,ITAC)-W-y,A[w](uA,m<µ±,s±))]] JI -.. ] 
A {uEFnA(µ±,s±,w±)} 

= JE [ 1 e-f3[H-y,A[w](uA)+W-y,A[w](uA,m(µ±,s±))] 
ITA zµ±,s±[w] 

/3,"'(,A 

x IEu c IEa- 1 e-/3[H-y,AC [w](uAc )+H-y,A [w](O-A)+W-y,A [w](O-A ,<TAC)] JI -.. ( 4.52) 
A A Z,e,"'(,A[w] {uEFnA(µ±,s±,w±)} 

X e -(J [ [ W,,a [w](o-a,,,. ao )-W,,a [w](o-a ,m (µ±,.±i)] + [ W,,a [w](iia ,m(µ±,.±i)-W,,a [w](•Ta ,,,. ao)]]] 

= IE,,." [ Y~.~'.:: [w](cr t;)lI(o-EF}IEuA Y(J,.y,A[w](a-A)ll{&EA(µ±,s±,w±)} 

X e -fJ [ [ W,,a [w](o-a ,ii ao )-W,,a [w](o-a,m (µ± ,.±))] + [ W,,a [w](ii a ,m(µ±,,±J )-W,,a [w](&a ,& "")]]] 

I [w1 ,A[w](O"A,O"Ac)-W'Y,A[w](O"A,m(µ±,s±))J + [w1 ,A[w](a-A,m(µ±,s±))-W1 ,A[w](a-A,a-Ac)J I 

~2 -.. sup lw"'f,A[w](a-A,a-.6.c) - W1 ,.6.[w](a-.6.,m(µ±,s±))' 
c7EA(µ± ,s±,w±) 

~2 -.. sup l1- 1E~:i[w](a-.6.,mL(a-a.6.))-W1,A[w](a-.6.,m(µ±,s±))' 
c7EA(µ± ,s±,w±) 

+ 2 sup IAW2'~[w](a-.6., 0-a.6.)I 
c7ES '' 

(4.53) 
Finally, by Lemma 4.5 and Lemma 2.1, the supremum over µ±, s± and W±, v+ ~ w+ ~ v+ + R 
v_ - R ~ w_ ~ v_, of the last line of (4.53) is bounded from above by 81-1(( + 21L) with a 
1P ~-probability, greater than 1- 41-1 R exp(-c1-1 ) for some positive constant c. Thus from ( 4.52) 
and (4.53) follow both (4.12) and (4.13). () 

Proof of Proposition 4.1 part ii): Using (4.6) the l.h.s. of (4.14) is bounded from above by 
9,e,1 ,A[w](A+(R)) + 9,e,"'f,A[w](A-(R)). We estimate the first term, the second one being similar. 
Since the spin configuration are away from the equilibria on a length R, we can decouple the 
interaction between this part and the rest of the volume A, by making a rough estimate of those 
interaction terms. The fact that we are out of equilibrium will give terms proportional to R that 
will be dominant if R is chosen large enough. More precisely, calling AR= [v+, v+ + R], we have, 
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for all fixed R 

Y{3,,,A (A +(R)) = ~IEO"A [ e-f3H-y,A\AR(O"A\AR)e-f3[H1,AR(uAR)+W1,AR (uAR,O"A\AR)] lI{uEA+(R)}] 
{3,1,A 

:::; e4c1-1 Z 1 fEuAR [e-{3H-y,AR(uAR)1{{uEA+(R)}] 
f3 ,/,AR 

( 4.54) 
with a IP _;-probability greater than 1 - 41- 1e-c1-

1 for some positive constant c, where we have 
used Lemma 4.5 to bound the interaction between AR and A\ AR. To estimate the last term in 
( 4.54), we express it in terms of block spin variables on the scale l. Using (2.5) we get 

IE e-{3,-1 E~,AR (rnt(u)) 1I + 
Q (A+(R)) < e2c1-1IARl(41£+1M) <TAR {uEA (R)} 

{3,/,AR - -{31-1 El (rnt(u)) 
IE e 1,AR <TAR 

( 4.55) 

with a IP .;-probability greater than 1 - e-c1-
1 

ID.RI 

We derive first a lower bound on the denominator which will be given effectively by restricting 
the configurations to be in the neighborhood of a constant profile near one of the equilibrium 
positions sa(f3)eµ. We will choose without lost of generality to be s = 1, µ = 1. To make this 
precise, we define for any p > 0 the balls 

(4.56) 

We will moreover write 
Bp = LJ B~µ,s) ( 4.57) 

(µ,s)E{l, ... ,M} x { -1,1} 

Obviously, 

( 4.58) 

It can easily be shown that, on the set {m.e(x, u) E Bp, Vx EAR}, 

-1-1E~,D.R(m.e(u)) 2:: ~ L (llm.e(x, u)ll~ - 4p2
) 

xEAR 
(4.59) 

from which ( 4.58) yields 

IE e-{31-
1 E~,AR (rnt(u)) > e-4f31-1 IARIP2 II IE e ~e llrnt(x,u)ll~ 1I (1 1) 

<TAR - u,, {m.e(x, u) E B ' } 
:z:EAR p 

= e-4f31-1 IARIP2 II Zx,{3,p ( a(f3)el) 
(4.60) 

:z:EAR 

provided that p is sufficiently large so that B~l,l) contains the lowest minimum of q? in the neigh-
borhood of a(f3)e1, which is the case if p 2:: cj¥, for some finite constant c with a IP .;-probability 
2:: 1 - e-cM . 
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Next we derive an upper bound for the numerator of the ratio in ( 4.55). Using the inequality 
ab::; ~(a2 + b2 ) we get 

-1- 1 E~,6.R(mg(O")) ::; ~ L llmt(x, O")ll~ (4.61) 
xE6.R 

and whence 

Let us now recall that, by definition, 

(4.63) 

Using that mL(r, O") = t I:xEr mg(x, O") we have 

e llm(µ,s) - mL(r, O") 1'2 ::; L L llm(µ,s) - mg(x, 0")112 (4.64) 
xEr 

so that 

A+(R) C {a ES I V'uE.t..,,3rEu : ~~! f L llm(µ,•) - m£(X, a)i12 > (} (4.65) 
xEr 

We will use the following fact 

Lemma 4.6: Let {Xk, k = 1, 2, ... , K} be a sequence of real numbers satisfying 0 ::; Xk ::; c for 

some c < oo. Let ( < c and assume that 

(4.66) 

For 0 ::; o ::; (, define the set Vi-,c = { kJXk ::; o(}. Then 

(4.67) 

Proof: Set V8~c = {1, ... , K} \ Vi-,c· Then 

which, together with ( 4.67) implies the bound ( 4.68) O 

Let us denote by V8,C (r) the set of all subsets S C { x E r} with cardinality 1 't"~~), respectively 
volume 

ISI > -vL ((1 - 8) 
- I 2 - 8( ( 4.69) 
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Then, since llm(µ,s) - m1.(x, o-)112 < 2, Lemma 4.7 implies 

A+(R) c { CT Es I VuEAR3rEu3SEVs,c(r) : VxES' m1.(x, o-) E B~\:} 

Therefore 

Inserting this and ( 4.60) into ( 4.55) we have 

Y,e,1 ,AR[w] (A+(R)) 

(4.70) 

(4.71) 

~ el-llARl{l61R.+41M+4,8p2) II L L II Zx,(3 II z~,,8,8( 
uEAR rEu SEV

0
,,(r) xEu\S Zx,,e,p(a(f3)el) xES Zx,(3,p(a({3)el) (4.72) 

= e1-
1

!ARl(l611.+41M+4f3p
2

) II L L T~1 ) T~2 ) 

uEAR rEu SEV0,c(r) 

where we have defined 

zc (3 8r := JE / 2l llmt(x,u)ll~ JI{ ( ) Be } x, ' .. O"x m1. x, CT E 8( (4.73) 

It follows from Proposition 2.3 of [BGPl] that 

Zx,/3 :'O exp ( -f3l [ <P( a(/3)) - cJ¥] ) (4.74) 

so that using Lemma 3.1 we get that 

ri1> :'O II exp ( +f3lcJ¥) :'O e+f3"f-•c,flf 
xEu\S 

( 4.75) 

with a 1Pe-probability 2:'.: 1 - (T.e)-1e-cM On the other hand, to bound z~,,e,8c, we proceed as in 
[BG2] and first note that llmt(x, o-)11~ ~ 2 for all o-. Next, we introduce the lattice Wt,M with 
spacing 1/-yfi in mM and we denote by Wt,M(2) the intersection of this lattice with the ball of 
radius 2 in mM. We have 

1We,M(2)1 :'O exp (Min(~)) (4.76) 

Now, we may cover the ball of radius 2 in mM with balls ofradii p = '1Mf£ centered at the points 
of W1.,M(2). Supposing that 8( > p this yields, 

z~,(3,8( ~ L JI{m E B8c-,o}Zx,(3,p(m)[w] 
mEWt,M(2) . 

:'O L lI{m E BI'(-,;} exp (-f3l ( <P,,{3(m)[w] - ~,02)) 
mEWt,M(2) 

(4.77) 
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Let us now assume that <5( - p satisfies the hypothesis of Proposition 3.2, then 

z~,13 ,,, ::<::exp (-f3l (P(a(f3)) + €(0(- P) - 4(0(- Pl/ii- - ~P2 
- ~In ml)) (4.78) 

with a IP e-probability 2 1 - e-cM, where E( ·) is the function defined in Proposition 3.2. We will 
assume that '5( » j¥-. Thus 

(4.79) 

with a IPe-probability 2 1- e-c'M. Thus the product T~1)T~2) defined in (4.72) is bounded by 

( 4.80) 

with a IPe-probability 2 1- ("Y£)-1 !Sle-c'M. Hence 

II L L T~l)T~2) 
uE.6.R rEu SEVs,c(r) 

:::: II L L exp (-137-1c [rsHo - fii-]) 
uE.6.R rEu SEVs,c(r) 

(4.81) 

::<:: exii (-/37-1[.6.R[ [7L(cE(() - 'Y[ In('YL)[ - 'YL 
1~2 

- cfii-]) 

with a IPe-probability 21- ("Y)-1Re-c'M and finally, inserting (4.81) in (4.72) we arrive at 

with a IPe-probability 2 1 - (1'£)-1 Re-c't, where we have used the fact that M « £. () 
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5. Self averaging properties of the free energy 

In this chapter we study the self averaging properties of the free energy of the Hopfield-Kac 
model with mesoscopic boundary conditions. 

We denote the partition function on the volume ~ with boundary condition s-a({3)eµ on the 
left of~ and s+a({3)eµ+ on the right of~ by 

and the corresponding free energy 

(5.2) 

To include the case of free boundary conditions, we set m(o,o) = 0. 

We are interested in the behavior of the fluctuations off 'f'± ,s±) around it mean value. We will 

use the Theorem 6.6 of Talagrand [T2] that we state for the convenience of the reader. We denote 
by IN! X a median of the random variable X. Recall that a number x is called the median of a 

random variable X if both IP[X 2:: x] 2:: ~ and IP[X :=:; x] 2:: ~· 

Theorem 5.1: [T2] Consider a real valued function f defined on [-1, +l]N. We assume that, for 

each real number a the set {f :=:; a} is convex. Consider a convex set B C [-1, + 1 JN, and assume 

that for all x, y E B, lf(x) - f(y)I :=:; kllx -yll2 for some positive k. Let X denote a random vector 

with i.i.d. components {Xih:$i:$N taking values in [-1, +1]. Thenfor all t > 0, 

4 ( t2 ) IP [lf(X) - IN.lf(X)I 2:: t]:::; 4b + 1- 2b exp - l6k2 (5.3) 

where b =IP [X tf. B] and we assume that b < ~-

The main result of this chapter is the following proposition: 

Proposition 5.2:. If 1£, M / £ and 1M are small enough, then for all t > 0, there exists a 

universal numerical constant K such that 

IP [lf't'±,s±) - IEft±,s±) 12:: t + K J1-1 1~1J 

.~ K exp (- 1'~
1 

lb..I( vfi+t2 - 1)) (5.4) 

Proof: Note first that the set {f A :=:; a} is convex. This follows from the fact that the Hamiltonian 
H 1 ,A is a convex function of the variable e. The main difficulty that remains is to establish that 
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f A is a Lipshitz function of the independent random variables e with a constant k that is small 
with large probability. To prove the Lipshitz continuity off t:.. it is obviously enough to prove the 
corresponding bounds for H-y,t:..(a) and W-y,t:..,a±t:..(at:..lm(µ±,s±)). 

Let us first prove that H-y,t:..(a) is Lipshitz in the random variable e. Let us write e:::: e[w] and 
f, = e[w']. Denoting by eµa the coordinatewise product of the two vectors eµ and a and J-y(i - j) 
the symmetric ,- 1 1~1 x ,- 1 1~1 matrix with i,j entries, we have 

M 

IH-y,A[w] (a) - H-y,A [w'] (a) I = L ( [ eµ a - f,µa] 'J'Y [ea+ f,µa]) 
µ=1 

(5.5) 

Since J-r is a symmetric and positive definite matrix, its square root J~/2 exists. Thus using the 
Schwarz inequality we may write 

M 

L ([ea - f,µa],J-r[ea + f,µaJ) < 
µ=1 
L llJ~12 [ecr - eµaJll2llJ~12 [ea + eµaJ112 
µ=1 
::; :r+ :r-

where 

and 

.r = (~([e"o--e"o-J,J"IWo--h·D) 
112

:-::;11e-e112 
The last inequality in (5.8) follows since II J'Y 11 ::; 1. 

On the other hand, by convexity 
M M 

(:r+) 2
::; 2 L(eaJ-rea) + 2 L(f.µaJ-rf,µa) 

µ=l µ=1 
= 2H-y,A[w](a) + 2H-y,t:..[w'](a) 

Collecting, we get 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

IH-r,dw](a) - H-y,A[w'](cr)I ::; v'211e - e112 (H-y,A[w](a) + H-y,t:..[w'](cr)) 112 (5.10) 

This means that as in [T2], we are in a situation where the upper bound for the Lipshitz norm 
of H-y,A[w](a) is not uniformly bounded. However the estimates of Section 2·, allow us to give 
reasonable estimates on the probability distribution of this Lipshitz norm. Recalling (2.5) we have 

IP [sup l~H-y,A(a)I ~ ')'- 1 1~1(16(1+c))!f+41M)] ::; l6e-c-r-
1

lt:..I (5.11) 
<J'ESD.. 
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Therefore, using (2.1) we get 

IP [sup IH-y,A(o-)1 2:: ')'-1IAl(C + (16(1+c))'Yl+4-yM)] 
crESA 

:::; l6e-c'Y-
1

IAI +IP [sup !'Y- 1 E~,A(mg(o-)}I 2:: C-y- 1A] 
crESA 

(5.12) 

To estimate this last probability, we notice that by convexity 

2(mg(x, a-), mg(y, a-)) :::; llmg(x, o-)11~ + llmg(y, o-)11~ (5.13) 

Therefore 

lr-1 E~,A (mg(o-))1 = 1/2 L J'Yg(x - y)(mg(x, a-), mg(y, a-)) 
x,yEA (5.14) 

:::; l/2 L llmg(x, o-)11~ 
xEA 

Now we have 

IP [sup l L llmt(x, a-) II~ 2:: 2C-y-1 IAI] 
crESA xEA 

:::; 2'Y-1IAIIP [£ L llmt(x, a-)11~ 2:: 2c,-1IAI] 
xEA 

(5.15) 

. M 2 

:::; 2'Y-11AI inf e-2C-y-1JAJt II II IEeu(t Lie:z: ercri) 
O~t<l/2 A 1 xE.u. µ= 

Using the well known inequality [BGl] 

(5.16) 

and choosing t = 1/4, the r.h.s of (5.15) is bounded from above by 

exp (--y-1 1~1 ( ~ - (1 + M/2£) ln2)) (5.17) 

Collecting, we get 

IP [sup l L llmg(x, o-)11~ 2:: ')'-1IAl2 (c + (1 + M/2£) ln2)] :=:; e-c-y-ilAI (5.18) 
crESA xEA 

which implies, if -yl, rM and M/l are small enough, that 

IP [sup IH-y,A(o-)12::,-11Al(4c+1)] :::; 17e-c'Y-
1

IAI 
crESt::.. 

(5.19) 
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which is the estimate we wanted. 

To treat the boundary terms, c.j ( 4.12), let us call W;dw] (respectively W~.6.[w]) the terms 
corresponding to interactions with the left ( respectively right) part of the boundary 811. We 
estimate first the Lipshitz norm of w;dw], the one of W~dw] being completely identical. 

~ 1 112aCB)lle - €11~ 

~ 1 112 11e - t11~ 

where we have used the Schwarz inequality and 

Therefore if we denote by 

Using (5.3), (5.19), (5.20) and some easy computations, we get 

(5.20) 

(5.21) 

(5.22) 

IP [jf ~±,s±) - 11\1}~±,s±) 12:: ti-1 1111] ~ 68e-c-r- 1 l.6.I + 68e- 16<!~+2 >'Y- 1 l.6.I (5.23) 

. 2 

Choosing c such that c = 16( 1c+2) we get 

Finally, a simple calculation shows that (5.24) implies that 

(5.25) 

and this implies the claim of Proposition 5.2. O 

We will mainly. use the Proposition 5.2 in the following form 
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Corollary 5.3: If l~I :::; 'Y- 1g(J) for some g(J) with g(J) -!- 0 and 'Y-1g(J) > c, for all 'Y small 
enough then there exists a set 0 9 with 1P[09 ] 2:: 1 - K e-c(g('Y))-

112 for some positive .constants c 

and K, such that for all w E 0 9 

(5.26) 

Proof: The Corollary follows from Proposition 5.2 by choosing t = "(1 12 l~l- 112 (g(J))- 1/4 O 
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6. Localization of the Gibbs measures II: The block-scale 
6.1. Finite volume, free boundary conditions 

Instead of dealing with the measures Qjr,~~±) [w] immediately, we will first consider the simpler 

case of Gibbs measures in a finite volume A= [v_, v+] of order IAI = 0(1-1 ) with free (Dirichlet) 
boundary conditions. This will be considerably simpler and the result will actually be needed as a 
basic input in order to deal with the full problem. On the other hand, the result may be seen as 
interesting in its own right and exhibits, to. a large extent, the main relevant features of the model. 

This may indeed satisfy many readers who may not wish to follow the additional technicalities. 
With this in mind, we give a more detailed exposition of this case. 

Our basic result here will be that the free boundary conditions measure in volumes small 

compared to ,-1 are concentrated on "constant profiles" with very large probability. More precisely, 

we have 

Theorem 6.1: Assume that 1IAI ..!- 0, /3 large enough (/3 > 1) and 1M(!) ..!- 0. Then we can find 
,-1 » L » 1 and ( ..!- 0, such that on a subset OA C f2 with JP(OA.) :::; e-c9 -

112 h) where g(!) ..!- 0 

and ,-1g('Y) > c, we have that for all w E OA 

and 

9,e,'"'f,A[w] ( :3uEA'l7(,.t ( u, er) # '17(,l ( u + 1, er)) :::; e-Lh(() 

where h(() = c/3(E(() and E(() is defined in {3.15). 

(6.1) 

(6.2) 

The proof of this theorem relies on a large deviation type estimate for events that take place on 
a scale much smaller than the size of A. We will consider events F that are in the cylinder algebra 
with base I= [u_, u+] CA, where III « l/(1£) is very small compared to A and that in addition 
are measurable with respect to the sigma-algebra generated by the variables {mt(er, x)}xEI· Let us 

s± µ± s± µ± 
define the functions U .D.. ' and :F .D..,~,p by 

u;,.±,µ± (me)= -ye L J-ye(x _ y) 11me(x) ~ me(Ylll~ 
:z:,yE.6. 

(6.3) 
+1£ 

and 
;:t,;,'t)(mt) = u}i±,s±)(mt) + ,e L fx,,8,p(mt(x)) (6.4) 

:z:E.6. 

where 
(6.5) 
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For any 8 > 0 define the 8-covering F& of Fas F& = {af3u'EF: VxEillml(cr, x) - ml( er', x)ll2 < 8}. 

With these notations we have the following large deviation estimates: 

Theorem 6.2: Let F and F& be as defined above. Assume that IAI ::; g(!)r-1 where g(!) 

satisfies the hypothesis of Corollary 5.3. Then there exist £, L, (, R all depending on r and a set 
nA c n with lP[OA.] ::; K e--'c(g('Y))-l/

2 + e-cRh such that for all w E nA 

r 
~ ln9,e,1 ,A[w](F) 

< - inf 
µ± ,s± ,±( w± -u±) $.R [ ] 

(6.6) 
inf :;:,[(µ± ,s±)] (.I (ml) - inf :F,[~,l,l,l)] (.I ,.,(ml) + er(l, L, M, (, R) 

meEF w_,w+ •tJ•T me _,w+ •fJ•' 

and for any 8 > 0, for r small enough 

"'( 
~ ln9,e,,,A[w](F&) 

> - I"nf [ · f 'L(µ± ,s±) ( ) · f 'L(l,l,l,l) ( )] ( 0 L M I" R) In .r,[ ] (.I ml - In .r,[ w ] (.I,., ml - er .c.., , , ~, 
µ±,s±,±(w±-upm)$.R meEF w_,w+ •fJ•T me w_, + •fJ•' 

(6.7) 
where er(l, L, M, (, R) is a function of a:= [M that tends to zero as a:-!.. 0. 

Proof: Relative to the interval I we introduce again the partition S from Section 4. While we will 
use again the estimate ( 4.14) we treat the terms corresponding to SR somewhat differently. Let us 
introduce the constrained partition functions 

(6.8) 

Just as in Proposition 4.1 we have that 

(6.9) 
and 

(6.10) 
where .6. = [w_ + ~' w+ - ~] and A± are the two connected components of the complement of .6. 
in A. Using the trivial observation that 

(6.11) 
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this combines to 

zCµ± ,s±) (F) 
9,e,1,A(FnA(µ±,s±,w±)):::; ,e,(~~ 11) 

z ''' ,B,1,!:i 
x Z,e,1,A-({7J(w_,a) = s-eµ-}) Z,e,1,A+({7J(w+,a) = 8 +eµ+}) (6.12) 

Z,e,1,A-({1J(w_,a) = e1}) Z,e,1,A+({1J(w+,s) = el}) 
X el61- 1 

(( +21L) 

The point is now that the ratios of partition functions on A± are in fact "close" to one. Indeed we 
have 

Lemma 6.3: Let A= [w_ - !, w+ + !] with IAI :::; ,-1g('Y), where g('Y)-!- 0 and g('Y)/1 2:: c >0. 
Then 

j1n Z,e,1,A( { 'lJ( w_, a) = s- eµ-}) - ln Z,e,1,A( { 'lJ( w_, a) = e1}) I :::; 13,-1 [ (g(/))114 + 10( + 481L J 
(6.13). 

-1 ( ( ))-1/2 with probability greater than 1 - e-c1 - K e-c g 1 . 

Proof: Introducing a carefully chosen zero and using the triangle inequality, we see that 

llnZ,e,1,A({'lJ(w_,a) = s-eµ-})-InZ,e,1,A({7J(w_,a) = e1 })1 

I 
- coo -s-) (0011) I :::; InZ,e,1,A({'lJ(w_,a) = s-eµ }) -lnZ,e,~,f\~- + InZ,e,~,A\w_ -InZ,e,1,A({'lJ(w_,a) = e1}) 

+ lln z(O,o,µ- ,s-) - 1E In z(O,o,µ- ,s-) I 
,B,1,A\w- ,B,1,A\w_ 

+ IIEinz(o,o,µ-,s-) - JElnZ(o,0,1,1) j ,6,1,A \w_ ,B,1,A \w_ 
+ IIE ln zC0,0,1,1) - ln z{0,0,1,1) I ,B,1,A \w_ ,B,1,A \w_ 

(6.14) 
The third term on the right hand side of (6.14) is zero by symmetry, while the second and fourth are 
bounded by Corollary 5.3 by ,-1(g('Y))-1/4 with probability at least 1- e-c1-

1 
- Ke-c(g(T))- 112 

• 

. To bound the first term we proceed as in the proof of Proposition 4.1, part i, that is we use the 
same decomposition as in ( 4.52) and ( 4.53). This gives that 

1 Z ({ ( ) - - µ-}) 1 z(O,o,µ- ,s-) - 1 Z ({ ( ) - - µ- }) n ,e,1,A 1J w_,a - s e - n ,e,1,A\w_ - n w_,,e,1 1J w_,a - s e 

+ 0 ( 41-1 ( ( + 21 L)) 
(6.15) 

The constraint partition function on the block w_ is easily dealt with. First, we note that by (2.5) 
with probability greater than l-exp(-c1-1) we can replace the Hamiltonian by its blocked version 
on scale Lat the expense of an error of order ,-1 (161L). Then we can repeat the steps (4.58) to 
.._4.49 to get that with the same probability, 
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provided ( ~ 2jli. Using ( 4.61) and the large deviation bound (3.3), we also get 

The same bounds hold of course for the the term with (s-, µ-) replaced by (1, 1), so that we get 
an upper bound 

(6.18) 

for the first term on the right of (61.9). Putting all things together, we arrive at the assertion of 
the lemma.o 

Lemma 6.3 asserts that to leading order, only the first ratio of partition functions is relevant 
in (6.12). On the other hand, since by Proposition 4.1, part (ii), we only need to consider the case 
I A I :::; R, we can use the block approximation on scale f, for those, committing an error of order 
13,-1 (R1£) only. We will make this precise in the next lemma. 

Lemma 6.4: For any (s±, µ±, W±) and IC A CA and any F that is measurable with respect 

to the sigma algebra generated by {ml( er, x )}xEI 

z(µ±,s±)(F) ± ± 
:r ln {3,"f,A < - inf :;=(µ ,s ) (ml) + inf :;=(l,l,l,l) (ml) 
/3 z(l,1,1,1) - meEF A,{3,p me A,{3,p 

{3,"f,A 
(6.19) 

+ c' (IAl1£ + IAl1MI ln ~I+ IAI Nf.) 

and V 8 > 0 for sufficiently small 1 

z(µ±,s±)(F5) ± ± 
'Y 1 {3,"f,A > · f -r:(µ ,s ) ( ) + . f -r:(l,1,1,1) ( ) -{3 n - . in .r A f3 ml m .r A f3 ml z(l,1,1,1) - meEF ' ,p me ' ,p 

{3,"(,A (6.20) 

+ c' (IAl1£ + IA!rMI ln ~I+ IA! Nf.) 

with probability greater than 1 - e-clAlh. 

Proof: Using Lemma 2.1, we see that 

and 
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Now 

Ei_ (mt(a.6.)) + E~~a.6. ( mt(a.6.)lm(µ±,s±)) 

= Ei (ml(a,;)) + E~~A ( mt{i,-,;)[m(µ±,,±)) +-ye L [[ml(~, x)[[~ +-ye L [a(,8)]2 

xEA xE8.6. 2 

_-ye L [[ml(~, x)[[~ --yl L [a(~)]2 

xE.6. xE8.6. 

= -~-yl L J7 l(x - y) (ml(a, x), ml(a, y)) - -yl L J7 l(x -y) ( ml(x, a), m(µ±,,±)) 
(x,y)E.6.x.6. xEA,yE8.6. 

+1lL ~(mt(x,a),mt(x,a))+1l L ~ (m(µ±,s±),m(µ±,s±)) 
xE.6. xE8.6. 

- -yl L [[ml(~, x)[[~ --yl L [a(~)]2 
xEA xE8.6. 

(6.23) 
On the other hand 

g "" J ( _ ) llmt(a, x) - mt(a, y)ll~ + g "" J ( ) llmt(a, x) - m(µ±,s±) II~ 
I L.J -yl x y 4 'Y L-t -rl x - y 2 

x,yE.6. xEA,yE8.6. 

= --yl L J7 e(x -y)~ (me( a, x), me(a, y)) - -ye L J7 l(x - y)~ (ml( a, x), m(µ±,,±)) 
x,yE.6. · xEA,yE8.6. 

+-yl L J7l(x-y)~llml(a,x)lf~+'Yl L J7t(x-y) Gllml(a,x)[[~+~[a(,8)] 2) 
x,yE.6. xEA,yE8.6. 

= -1l L l-yt(x -y)~ (mt(a, x), mt(a, y)) -1l L l-yt(x -y)~ ( mt(a, x), m(µ±,s±)) 
x,yE.6. xEA,yE8.6. 

1 1 + 1l L 21lmt(a, x)ll~ + 1l L l-yt(x - y) 2[a(,B)] 2 

xEA xEA,yE8.6. 
(6.24) 

Comparing (6.23) and (6.24) we find that 

E?,. (mt(a,;)) + E~~86. ( ml(a,;)[m(µ±,,±)) + -yl L [[me(~, x)[[~ + -yl L [a(~)]2 
xE.6. , xE8.6. 

_ 0 "" J ·( )llmt(a,x)-mt(a,y)ll~ + 0 "" J ( )llmt(a,x)-m(µ±,s±)ll~ 
- 'Y{, L.J -yl x - y 4 'Y{, L-t -rt x - y 2 x,yE.6. xEA,yE8.6. 

-1l L l-yt(x - y)~[a(,8)] 2 . 
xEA,yE8.6. 
± ± = u~ ,s (mt(a.6.)) - C(ILil,,B) 
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where C(l.6.I, ,8) is an irrelevant a-independent constant that will drop out of all relevant formulas 
and may henceforth be ignored. For suitably chosen p we introduce a lattice WM,p in IRM with 
spacing p /Vil. Then for any domain D C IRM, the balls of radius p centered at the points of 
WM,p n D cover D. For reasons that should be clear from Section 3, we choose p = 2[¥-. With 
probability greater than 1- exp(-d), fx,{3,p(m1.(x)) = oo if JJmJJ~ > 2, while the number of lattice 
points within the ball of radius 2 are bounded by exp (M In~). But this implies that 

I (IE J[ -/3-y- 1 
[ Ei (me(uA)+E~~OD. ( me(uA)lm(µ± ,s±))]) 

n o-A {me(u)EF}e 

~ -"t-1(3 J~F [F,t;;;±)(mt) - C(l~l,(3)] + l~I (Ml In ~I+ 2~) 
(6.26) 

and also, if fJ > 2[¥-, 

I (IE J[ -/3-y- 1 [Ei(me(uA)+E~~M (me(uA)lm(µ±,s±))]) 
n o-A {me(u)EFo}e 

~ -1- 1,B inf [;:t;';±)(me) - C(J.6.J,.B)] - l.6.J2~ 
meEF ' ' t. 

(6.27) 

Treating the denominator in the first line of (6.12) in the same way and putting everything together 
concludes the proof of the lemma.O 

Animmediate corollary of Lemma 6.4 is 

Lemma 6.5: For any (s±,µ±,w±), JAI ~ ,-19(1') and any F that is measurable with respect 

to the sigma algebra generated by {me( a, x) }xEI, 

-r I r. (F n A-( ± ± )) < . f 'L'(µ± ,s±) ( ) + . f 'L'(1,1,1,1) ( ) -p n 'd /3 ,-y ,A µ , s , W± _ - m .1 .6. /3 P me m .1 .6. /3 P me 
meEF ' ' me ' ' 

+ c' ( 1L + (g(f ))114 + ( + J.6.J'Yf + l.6.l'YMI In~ I + J.6.J 1¥) 
(6.28) 

with probability greater than 1-K e-c(g('Y))-
112 

-2e-ch for some finite positive numerical constants 

c,c',K. 

Proof: This is an immediate consequence of (6.12) and Lemmata 6.3 and 6.4. O 

We are now set to prove the upper bound in Theorem 6.2. Using the notation of Section 4 we 
have that 
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where we used ( 4.14). We see that the last term can be made irrelevantly small by choosing R 
sufficiently large. In fact, since we will consider events F those probability will be at least of order 
exp(-1-1/30), it will suffice to choose 

1 
R » "fL(E(() (6.30) 

On the other hand, in order for the error terms in (6.19) to go to zero, we must assure that (note 
that jAj = III+ 2R is of order R) R('Yf + NJ.) tends to zero. With a= 1M, this means 

(6.31) 

From this we see that f, should be chosen as 'Yf, = fo. while R must satisfy Rfo. + 0. (6.30) and 
(6.31) impose conditions on Land(, namely that 

(6.32) 

Of course we also need that ( + 0and1L + 0, but clearly these constraints can be satisfied provided 
that a + 0 as 'Y + 0. Thus the upper bound of Theorem 6.2 follows. 

To prove the lower bound, we will actually need to make use of the upper bound. To do 
so, we need more explicit control of the functional F, i.e. we have to use the explicit bounds on 
fx,/3,p(mt(x)) in terms of the function <P from Lemma 3.1. 

Lemma 6.6: The functional F defined in {6.4) satisfies 

and 

( ± ±) (µ± s±) ""' 1 2 F t,{3,'; (me) ~ U A ' (me)+ 1l 6 <Px,{3(me(x)) - 2!Ajp 
xEA 

1 2' 
~! Fr,~:~'1 ) (me) ~ IAl<f>13(a(f3)) +!Al ; 13 

where ifJ{3(a) = a; - 13-1 1ncosh(/3a). 

(6.33) 

(6.34) 

Proof: Eq.(6.33) follows straightforward from (3.3). To get (6.34), just note that U is non-negative 
and is equal to zero for any constant me, while from Lemma 3.1 it follows that 

ln2 
inf fx,{3,p(mt(x)) ~ inf <Px,{3(me(x)) + 0 /3 

ml(x) ml(x) .c, 

( ) ln2 < <P f3 (m 1,1 ) + _ 
- x, f,{3 

ln2 
= rp13(a(/3)) + £fi 
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This concludes the derivation of the upper bound. We now turn to the corresponding low-
er bound. What is needed for this is an upper bound on the partition function that would be 
comparable to the lower bound (6.11). Now 

z - '"""' IE e-f3HA (uA) JI ± Z13,-y,A {3,-y,A - L...t O" {17(w±,u)=s±eµ } ~ IE e-f3HA(uA)JI 
(µ± ,s±) u(µ± ,s±) O" {17(w± ,u)=s±eµ±} 

= '"""' IE e-f3HA(CTA)JI ± z{3,-y,A 
L...t O" {11(w±,u)=s±eµ } IE e-f3HA(CTA) (1 - JI ) 

(µ±,s±) O" {17(w±,u)=O} 
(6.36) 

= L IEue-f3HA(uA)JI{17(w±,u)=s±eµ±} [l-9(3,-y,A ({77(w±,<7) = 0})]-1 
(µ± ,s±) 

This is almost the same form as the one we _want, except for the last factor. The point is now 
that we want to use our upper bound from Theorem 6.2 to show that 913,-y,A ( {77(w±, a-) = O}) is 
small, e.g. smaller than 1/2. so that this entire factor is negligible on our scale. Remembering our 
estimate ( 4.14), one may expect an estimate of the order exp(-c2,6L(E(()), up to the usual errors. 
Unfortunately, these errors are of order exp(±,e,-1 (( + rL)) and thus may offset completely the 
principle term. A way out of this apparent dilemma is given by our remaining freedom of choice 
in the parameters ( and L; that is to say, to obtain the lower bound, we will use a ( and a L in 
such that first they still satisfy the requirement (6.32) while second c2L((E(() » ,-1( + L. This is 
clearly possible. With this in mind we get 

Lemma 6. 7: With the same probability as in Lemma 6. 5, 

~ln913,-y,A ({71(,i,(w±,<7) = 0}) 
:::; -7L( 1 

- o~E(o() + c' (rL + (g("f )) 1!4 +' + R7£ + R7MI ln ~I+ RNJ) 
2- o( 

(6.37) 

Proof: The proof of this Lemma is very similar to the proof of (ii) of Proposition 4.1, except that 
in addition we use the upper bound of Lemma 6.5 to reduce the error terms. We will skip the 
details of the proof. O 

Choosing Land (appropriately, we can thus achieve that [1 - 9(3,-y,A ( {77(w±, a-)= O} )]-1 
:::; 2 

so that 

Z <2 '"""' IE e-f3HA(uA)JI ± {3,-y,A - L...t u {17(w± ,u)=s±eµ } 
(µ± ,s±) 

::;2(2M)2 ~up± Z13,-y,A- ( { 77( w_o-) = s-eµ-} )z,k;,.~t) Zf3,-r,A+ ( { 77( w+o-) = s+ eµ+}) (6·38) 
µ ,s 

(we will drop henceforth the distinction between L and· L and ( and (). The first and third 
factor in the last line are, by Lemma 6.3, independent of µ±, s±, up to the usual errors. The 
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second partition function is maximal for(µ+, s+) = (µ-, s-), (this will be shown later). Thus with 
-l ( ( ))-1/2 probability greater than 1 - e-c-r - K e-c 9 1 

z(µ±,s±) (F) 
913 A(F n A(µ± s± W±)) > (3,,,.6. e-c'f31- 1 (C+1L+(g(T)) 114

) 
,,, ' ' - (1 1 1 1) z ''' /3,1,.6. 

(6.39) 

for some numerical constant c, c'. Using the second assertion of Lemma 6.4 allows us to conclude 
the poof of Theorem 6.2. <)<) 

We are now ready to prove Theorem 6.1: 

Proof of Theorem 6.1: Notice first that the first assertion (6.1) follows immediately from 
Lemma 6.7. Just note that 

913,1,A[w] ( 3uEA'17(,t,(u, a)= 0) ~ L 913,1,A[w] ( {11(,t,(u, s) = O}) ~ 1Ale-cf3L((e(()) (6.40) 
uEA 

for suitably chosen L, z. To prove (6.2), note that we need only consider the case where both 17(u, a) 
and 17(u + 1, a) are non-zero. This follows then simply from the upper bound of Theorem 6.2 and 

the lower bound 

Using convexity, we see that 

:z:Eu yEu+l 

rEu,sEu+l :z:Er yEs 

= (tL)2 

lr-sl::;(;L)- 1 -2 

rEu,sEu+l 
lr-sl::;(-yL)-l-2 

rEu,sEu+l 
lr-sl::;(;L)- 1 -2 

xEr 

Inserting this inequality into (6.41) gives immediately that 

From here the proof of (6.2) is obvious. <)<) 
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This concludes our analysis of the free boundary condition measure in volumes of order a( ,-1). 

We have seen that this measures are concentrated on constant profiles on some scale L « ,-1 

(microscopic scale). In the next subsection we will analyse the measures with fixed equilibrium 
boundary conditions. 

6.2 Finite volume, fixed symmetric boundary conditions 

To proceed in order of increasing difficulty, we consider first the case where the boundary 
conditions are the same on both sides of the box A. Since these are compatible with one of the 
preferred constant profiles of the free boundary conditions measures and since the size of the box 
A we consider is so small that by our self-averaging results we know that the random fluctuations 
do not favour one of the constant values by a factor on the scale exp(f''Y-1 ), we expect that the 
optimal profile will be the constant profile compatible with the boundary conditions. Indeed, we 
will prove 

Theorem 6.8: Assume that IAI ~ g({)r-1 where g(r) satisfies the hypothesis of Corollary 5.3. 
Then there exist £, L, (, R all depending on r and a set OA C 0 with IP[OA_] ~ K e-c(g('Y))-

112 + 
e-·cRh such that for all W E OA 

11n g(µ,s,µ,s) [~] (F) f' {3,1,A 

~ - inf [ inf :F,(µ,s,µ,s) (mg) - inf :F,(l,l,l,l) (mg)] +er(£, L, M, (, R) 
±(w±-u±)~R meEF [w- ,w+],{3,1 me [w-,w+J,f3,1 

(6.44) 

and for any o > 0, for r small enough 

11n g(µ,s,µ,s) [w] (Fa) f' {3,1,A 

> - inf [ inf :F,(µ,s,µ,s) (m ) - inf:F,(l,l,l,l) (mg)] - er(£ L M ( R) 
- ±(w±-u±)~R mt.EF [w-,w+],{3,1 g mt. [w-,w+J,f3,1 ' ' ' ' 

(6.45) 

where er(£, L, M, (, R) is a function of a= rM that tends to zero as a ..j.. 0. 

An immediate corollary of Theorem 6.8 is the analog of Theorem 6.1 for the measures 9}:,~:f·s) [w]: 

Theorem 6.9: Assume that rlAI· ..j.. 0, f' large enough (!' > 1) and rM( r) ..!- 0. Then we can find 
,-1 » L » 1 and ( ..!- 0, such that on a subset nA c n with JP(OA_) ~ e-c9 -

112 b) where g(r) ..!- 0 

and ,-19({) > c, we have that for all w E OA 

(6.46) 

where h(() = cf'(E(() and E(() is defined in (3.15). 
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Remark: Eq. (6.46) implies that with .IP-probability one 

1. r:(µ,s,µ,s) [ J (w ( ) µ) l 
~fc} ~ .e,1 ,A w VuEAT/(,L u, a = se = (6.47) 

Proof of Theorem 6.8: Many of the technical steps in this proof are similar to those of the 
preceeding subsection, and we will stress only the new features here. Let us fix without restriction 
of generality (µ, s) = (1, 1). We consider again the upper bound first. Proceeding as in (6.1), the 
first major difference is that (6.12) is replaced by 

(6.48) 

where we have also used (6.15) through (6.17) to replace partition functions with boundary condition 
on one side and constraint on the other by partition functions with two-sided boundary conditions. 
While in the free boundary condition case, by symmetry, the ratios of partition functions on A± 
were seen to be negligible, we will show here that they favour (µ±, s±) = (1, 1). To make this 
precise, define for any box A=[,\_,,\+] with !Al= 0(1'-1), 

(6.49) 

In the case of symmetric boundary conditions, Corollary 5.3 provides the following estimates 

(6.50) 

All we need are thus estimates on the quantity Pf's,µ,s) for (ji,, s) =/:- (µ, s). Without loss of 
generality we may consider the case (ji,, s, µ, s) = (1, 1, 2, 1) only. As shown in the forthcoming 
lemma, the quantity 

z(1,1,2,1) 

R _ ,B,-y,[w-+1,w+-1] 
0 = sup 

[w_ ,w+]CAU8A z(l,l,l,l) 
jw_ -w+ I <2R ,B,-y,[w-+1,w+-1] 

(6.51) 

with R chosen as in (6.31), will prove to be of special relevance in estimating PJ~~r,l). It has in a 
reasonable sense the interpretation of the probability of having a "jump". Note that the logarithm 
of Po is self-averaging so that, up to the usual error terms, by Corollary 5.3, the random quantity 
can be replaced by the following deterministic one 

R- - ' (IE I z(l,1,2,1) . IE I z(l,1,1,1) ) o = sup exp n (.I,.., [w-+1 w -1] - n (.I,.., [w-+1 w -1] 
[w_ ,w+]CAU8A 1-'! 1 ' ' + /Ji'' ' + 

(6.52) 
lw--w+l<2R 

With this notations we have the 
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Lemma 6.10: Assume that R satisfies {6.30} and that IAI < ,-1g(r) where g(r) is chosen as in 

Corollary 5.3. Then, there exists£, L, L, (, ( all depending on')' such that, with a probability greater 
than 1 - e-c'1- 1 

R - K e-c"(g(1))-
112

, where K, c, c' and c" are strictly positive numerical constants, 

p(l,1,2,1) < R e1- 1 er'(P..,L,M,C,R) 
{3,1,A - 0 (6.53) 

and, if in addition IAI > R, for')' small enough, 

p(l,1,2,1) > R e-1- 1 er'(P..,L,M,(,R) 
{3,1,A - 0 (6.54) 

where, er' ( £, L, M, (, R) is a function of a: that tends to zero as a:.!- 0. 

Remark: Lemma 6.10 states a very crucial result that can be paraphrased as follows: If the 
boundary conditions over a volume A with IAI = o( ,-1 ) require a "jump", than this jump takes 
place somewhere in the volume over a region smaller than 2R; in particular, and this will become 
evident in the proof, there will occur one single "jump". Note that we cannot determine the precise 
location of this jump. The optimal position will be determined by the randomness. 

The proof of Lemma 6.10. relies on the important fact that, as stated in the next lemma, the 

quantity Po is exponentially small. 

Lemma 6.11: With the notations of Lemma 6.4 we have: 

i} With a probability greater than 1 - e-cM, for some constant c > 0, 

(6.55) 

ii} There exists Co > 0 depending on (3 such that for all Co ~ C ~ 2a(f3) f¥, with a probability 
greater than 1 - e-c' M, for some constant c' > O, 

(6.56) 

We will assume in the sequel that the parameters £, L, M and R satisfy the set of conditions 
(6.30) to (6.32) from Section 6.1. It is then clear that the parameter C in part ii) of Lemma 6.11 
can always be chosen in such a way that the exponential decrease of the first term in the r .h.s. of 
(6.56) compensates the increase of the second one. We will postpone the proof of Lemma 6.11 to 
the end of this subsection. 

Proof of lemma 6.10: Without loss of generality we will, for convenience, consider only sets A 
of the form A = [ ,\ -- ~, ,\ + + ~] where ,\ ± are assumed to be integers. We start ~ith .the proof of 

the upper bound (6.53). Let us define the set 

(6.57) 
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We further define 

( ) = { sup{u E [.L - ~,..\++~]I 11(u,a) = e1} 
U1 () - .,\_ - l 

( ) = { inf { u E (u1(a), ..\+ + ~] I 77(u, a)= e2} 
U2 () - ..\+ + l 

and we set 

, if such u exists 
, otherwise 

, if such u exists 
, otherwise 

(6.58) 

(6.59) 

(6.60) 

A piece of profile between locations u1 (a) and u2 (a) will be called a "jump" between equilibrium 
(1,1) and (2, 1). For R chosen as in (6.31), .we will set moreover 

and 

Obviously, 

and 

u 
.>._ -l:5u1 <u2 :5>-++1 

lu2-u11<2R 

u 
.>._ -l:5u1 <u2 :5>-++1 

lu2-u11~2R 

z(1,1,2,1) = z(1,1,2,1) (B) + z(1,1,2,1) (BC) 
{3,-y,A {3,1,A {3,1,A 

z(1,1,2,1) (B) = z(1,1,2,1) ( c) + z(1,1,2,1) (D) 
{3,-y,A {3,1,A {3,-y,A 

Now, on the one hand, we have 

z(1,1,2,1) (D) 
{3,-y,A <:: 
z(1,1,1,1) 

{3,-y,A 
L: 

.>._ -l:5u1 <u2 :5>-++l 
lu2-u11~2R 

.>._ -l:5u1 <u2:5>-++1 
lu2-u11~2R 

Z (l,1,2,1) (\_/ ( ) 0) 
{3,1,A Yu1<u<u277 u, () = 

z(1,1,1,1) 
{3,-y,A 

(6.61) 

(6.62) 

(6.63) 

(6.64) 

where we have proceeded by complete analogy with the proof of the upper bound of Theorem 6.2 
(see (6.8)-(6.12) and Lemma 6.3) to chop out the partition functions in[..\_ - ~' u1] and [u2 , ..\+ + ~], 
and where we have dropped the boundary conditions of Z{3,-y,[u 1 ,u2 ] in the numerator of the last line. 
This holds with a probability greater than 1 - K e-c(g("Y))-

112
. Up to some minor modifications, 

it then follows from the proof of Proposition 4.1, part ii), that, with a probability greater than 
1 - e-c' M - K e-c(g(-y))-1/2' 

z(1,1,2,1) (D) 
{3,-y,A <:: JAl2 e-f3LR(€(C) ec{3-y-1 ( 1L+c+(g(r))1/4) 
z(1,1,1,1) -

{3,-y,A 

(6.66) 
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On the other hand, we have also that, with a probability greater than 1 - K e-c(g(;))-
112

, 

z(1,1,2,1) ( C) 
{3,;,A < ~ 
zC1,1,1,1) - L..t 

{3,'"'(,A >._ -1::;u.1 <u.2 ::5>-++1 
!u.2-u.1 !<2R 

z(1,1,2,1) (V ( ) O) 
{3,'"'(,[u1 +l,u2-l] u1 <u<u2 7J u, (J' = 

zc1,1,1,1) 
{3,'"'(,[U1 +l,u2-l] 

(6.67) 
X ecf3;-1 (;L+c+(g(;))l/4) 

:::; 2RIAIPoecf3'"Y-1 ( ;L+c+(g(1))114) 

From now on we will abstain from specifying the probability with which our various estimates hold; 
this will straightforwardly follow from the different results called into play. Now, using the lower 
bound (6.55) of Lemma 6.11 and recalling that R is chosen large enough to satisfy the constraint 
(6.30), we see that the r.h.s of (6.66) is negligibly small compared with that of (6.67). Combining 
this with (6.63) and using Corollary 5.3 we then arrive at 

zC1,1,2,1) (B) 
!3,'"f,A :::; Po1( !31-1 (;L+c+(g(1))1/4) 
zC1,1,1,1) 

{3,;,A 

(6.68) 

We are therefore left to consider the constrained partition function Zh~~~~,l) (Be). By definition, 
for any a E Be, there must exist u EA such that 77(u, a) = seµ, with (s, µ) ~ {(1, 1), (1, 2)}. This 
means that we can define the four random locations 

and 

ui(a) =sup { u E [-X_ - ~'A++~] I 11(u, a) ~ {O, e2
}} 

+( ) = {inf {u E [ui(a),-X+ +~]I 11(u,a) = e2
} 

U2 (J' - A++ 1 
, if such u exists and 
, otherwise 

, if such u exists and 
, otherwise 

(6.69) 

(6.70) 

(6.71) 

(6.72) 

and can be sure that, for all a E Be, u1(a) :::; ui(a). In other words, any configuration in Be 
contains two "jumps". The following two events, B- ( u;) and B-( ut), describe,, respectively the 
leftmost and rightmost of these jumps. For u; > ,X_ - 1 we set 

while 

B-(_x_ - 1) = { alV>.--l<u<ui 71(u, a)= 0} 

Similarly we set, for ut < A+ + 1, 
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(6.74) 

(6.75) 



and 

B+(A+ + 1) = { ajVui +l<u<.X+-177(u, a)= 0} 

Proceeding in the (by now) usual way, we see from here that 

and combining this with (6.63) and (6.68) we arrive, still up to the error term, at 

P (1,1,2,1) < R- + (R- )2 p(µ- ,s- ,µ+ ,s+). 
A . _ o o sup sup [ _ 1 + 1 

,X_-l<u-<u-<u+<u+<.x +1 (µ-,s-)::;f(l,1) (3,-y, ul +2,ul +2] 
- 2 1 - 1 2 - + (µ+,s+)::;i!(l, 2 ) 

(6.76) 

(6.77) 

(6.78) 

(6.79) 

We immediately see from this recursion that the supremum over the µ±, s± will be realized for 
(µ-, s-) = (µ+, s+). But putting the estimates (6.50) together with the upper bound (6.56) of 
Lemma 6.11 and Corollary 5.3 we get that, for small enough{, PoPf3(µ,s[,µ:_s) 1 + 11 << 1. From 

· ,-y, ul +2 ,ul +2 
this the upper bound (6.53) is readily obtained. 0 

We now turn to the proof of the lower bound (6.54). First note that for any [w_, w+] CA, 

Z (1,1,2,1) > zc1,1,2;1) (A(l 1 2 1 )) 
(3,-y,A - (3,-y,A ' ' ' 'W± 

2: z(l,1,0~0) ( { 77 ( w_' a) = el} )z(l,1,2,1) z(0,0,2~1) ( { 77 ( W+, a) = e2} )e-8-y- 1 ((+2-yL) 
(3,-y,A D...,(3,-y (3,-y,A 

(6.80) 

where we obtained the second inequality by proceeding just as in (6.9). The difficulty thus lies 
in establishing a corresponding upper bound for the partition function Z~~~~t· 1). But this can be 
done by, basically, repeating the proof of the lower bound of Theorem 6.2. I.e., we first use the 
decomposition (6.36) to write 

z(l,1,1,1) = ~ IE eH...,,A(O'A)+W...,,A(O'A,m(µ±,s±)) JI ± [1 - g(l,1,1. ,1) ({n(w± a±) = O})]-l 
(3,-y,A ~ O' {11(w±,u±)=s±eµ } (3,-y,A '1 ' 

µ±,s± 
(6.81) 

2 Observe that this inequality shows in particular that the probability of having more than one jump is bounded 

by the square of the probability of having one jump. 
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anticipating that Q~~~i' 1) ( { 77( W±, o-±) = 0}) can be shown to be very small. We will prove that 
Lemma 6. 7 still holds when the Gibbs measure with free boundary conditions in (6.37) is replaced 
by g~~~~i· 1 ). Assuming for the moment that this is true we get, as in (6.38) and with the same 
choices of the parameters ( and L, 

Z c1,1,1,1) <2(2M)2 zC1,1,o,o) ({ ( ) _ _ µ- })z(µ± ,s±) z<o,0,1,1) ({ ( ) _ + µ+ }) 
f3 ..., A _ sup f3 A- 77 w_, o- - s e ..6. f3..., f3 A+ 77 w+, o- - s e '" ± ± lfl l 'I lfl µ ,s 

(6.82) 
Next, proceeding as in (6.48) to replace constrained partition functions with free boundary condition 
on one side, by partition functions with two-sided boundary conditions, we have 

(6.83) 

where, to obtain the last line, we used (6.50) to treat terms with symmetric boundary conditions 
while we used, in the case of asymmetric boundary conditions, the upper bound (6.53) of Lemma 
6.10 together with Lemma 6.11 and Corollary 5.3. From this and (6.82) it follows that, up to the 
error term, 

Z c1,1,1,1) < 2(2M)2 zc1,1,o,o)({ ( ) _ l})zc1,1,1,1)z<o,o,1,1)({ ( ) _ l}) 
f3 ..., A _ sup f3 A- 77 w_, O" - e ..6. f3..., f3 A+ 77 w+, o- - e "' ± ± ,,, "" ,,,, µ ,s 

(6.84) 

Following a procedure with which the reader is now well acquainted, (6.80) together with (6.84) 
easily yields (6.54) by choosing w_ and w+ as those which satisfy the constrained supremum 
problem in (6.51). Of course we must ask that l.6.I > R to ensure that this choice is always 
possible. 

To complete the proof of (6.54) it remains to show that Lemma 6.7 holds when replacing Y{3,,,A 
(1 1 1 1) ' . ' {1 1 1 1) by 9(3,~,A.' . To do so, all we need is to prove the analogous of Lemma 6.5 for the measure Qf3,~,A' • 

But this is an immediate consequence of (6.48). Indeed, we can for the present purpose be content 
with the bounds from Corollary 5.3. to estimate (although roughly) the first and third factor in 
the r.h.s. of (6.48), while using Lemma 6.4 to treat the middle term. This concludes the proof of 
Lemma 6.10.(; 

We are now ready to continue the proof of the upper bound of Theorem 6.8. Remember that 
we were left in (6.48) to estimate the ratios of partition functions in A±. In the case of asymmetric 
boundary conditions i.e., (µ±, s±) =f. (1, 1), Lemma 6.10 enables us to replace these quantities by 
the corresponding ratios in boxes. of length at least R. More precisely, consider two boxes A' and 
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A such that A' CA and R < IA'I < !Al < ,-19(!) where g(1) is chosen as in Corollary 5.3. Then, 
Lemma 6.10 implies, for any (ji,, s) =/:- (µ, s ), that 

p(fl.,s,µ,s) < p(fl.,s,µ,s) e+1- 1 (er'(l,L,M,(,R)+er'(.e,L,M,C,R)) 
/3,1,A - /3,1,A' (6.85) 

Therefore, defining the boxes 1\- = [w_ + ~ -R, w_ +~]and A+= [w+ - ~' w+ - ~ + R], adjacent 
to ~ on its left, respectively right hand side, we have, up the the error terms, 

z(µ±,s±)(F) 
g(l,1,1,1) (F n A(µ±' s±' W±)) < pl_l,l,µ- ,s-) .D.,/3,1 pi_µ+ ,s+ ,1,1) (6.86) 

/3,1,A . - A-\w_ ,/3,1 z~l,/31,1,1) A+\w+,/3,1 
~, ,1 

By (6.50) a relation of the form (6.84), and hence (6.86), trivially holds in the case of symmetric 
boundary conditions. From here we can easily reconstruct the ratio of partition functions in .6. = 
1\- U ~ U A+ with (1, 1, 1, I)-boundary conditions. I.e., proceeding much along the line of the-proof 
of the upper bound of Lemma 6.10 (using in particular (6.84)) we obtain, up to the usual error 
term, 

zQ 11,1,1) (F) 
< .D.,/3,1 
- zQ,1,1,1) 

(6.87) 

.D.,/3 ,1 
The upper bound of Theorem 6.8 then follows from ( 6.87) and Lemma 6.4 just as the upper bound 
of Theorem 6.2 follows from Lemma 6.5. 

At this point, the proof of the lower bound (6.54) is a simple matter. In full generality, for 

arbitrary~= [w_ + ~' w+ - !J and any(µ, s), 

z(µ,s,µ,s)(F n A(µ±=µ, s± = s, W±)) g(µ,s,µ,s)(F) > __.:,_/3.:....:.,1..:....,A ___________ _ 
/3,1,A - z(µ,s,µ,s) 

/3,1,A 
(6.88) 

Proceeding as in (6.9) to bound the numerator in (6.87) and using (6.84) to treat the denominator 
we get 

z;t,~:t·s) (F n A(µ± = µ, s± = s, W±)) 
z(µ,s,µ,s) 

/3,1,A 
z(µ,s,O~O) ({'}")(w_ a) = seµ}) z(µ,s,µ,s) (F) z(0,0,µ.;_8) ( { TJ( w+, a) = seµ}) ,....., /3,1,A ., ' .D.,/3,1 __.:,_/3.:....:.,1..:...,A _______ _ 

,...._, z(µ,s,O,O) ({'YJ(W a) = el}) z(µ,s,µ,s) z(O,O,µ,s) ({'YJ(W a) = el}) /3,1,A- 'I _, .D.,/3,1 /3,1,A+ 't +, 

(6.89) 

Again, we recognise in the first and last factor above the quantities P~~~:t,s) for .which we have the 
estimates (6.50). Thus, up to the usual error term, 

z(µ,s,µ,s) (F) 
g(µ,s,µ,s) (F) > .D.,/3,1 

/3,1,A - z(µ,s,µ,s) 
.D.,/3 ,1 
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Now, (6.90) and Lemma 6.4 yield (6.45) by choosing W± as the solutions of the variational problem 
in (6.44). This completes the proof of Theorem 6.8. O 

We finally are left to give the proof of Lemma 6.11 

Proof of lemma 6.11: To prove the lower bound (6.55), just note that for any event F satisfying 
the assumptions of Lemma 6.4, and, making use of the lower bound (6.20), we have. 

Po ~exp (-(3,-1 [ inf :F,[~' 1 '~' 11) (mg) - inf :F,[~,l~,l]) (mt)]) 
meEF _, + me _, + (6.91) 

X e-c,81- 1 (R1l+R1Mjln ~l+Rlf) 

Now, choosing the event F as 

(6.92) 

it easily follows from the definition (6.4) of :F together with the estimates of Lemma 3.1 and 
Proposition 3.2 that, under their respective assumptions, 

inf :;::,(1,1,2,1) (mg) - inf :;::,(1,1,1,1) (mg) < inf ~(1,1,2,1) (mg) + 2R ln2 +RM 
meEF [L ,.A+] me [L ,.A+] - meEF [L ,.A+] (3f f 

< a
2 ((3) + 2Rln2 +RM 

- 2 (3f, f, 

(6.93) 

from which (6.55) follows. To prove the lower bound (6.56) we make use of the bound (6.19) of 
Lemma 4 to write 

R < < ( /3 -1 [· f -r{l,1,2,1) ( ) . f -r(l,1,1,1) ( )] ) o _ sup exp - r m .r,[ +l -l] mg - in .r'[u +l u -l] ml 
>._ -1:::;u1 <u2 :::;>.++1 me u1 ,u2 me 1 ' 2 

Ju2-u1 l<2R (6.94) 
x ec,81- 1 (R1l+R1MIIn ~l+Rlf) 

(6.56) is then an immediate consequence of (6.94) together with the following proposition 

Proposition 6.12: There exists Co > 0 depending on (3 such that for all Co ~ C ~ 2a((3)j¥-
and for all boxes .6. 

with probability greater than 1 - e-cM. 

The proof of Proposition 6.12, which is somewhat technical, will be the object of Section 7. 
With this, the proof of Lemma 6.11 is concluded. O 
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6.3 Finite volume, fixed asymmetric boundary conditions 

In this last subsection we consider the case where the boundary conditions to the right and to 
the left of the box A are distinct. We would expect here that the optimal profile will be the "jump" 
profile compatible with these conditions. We will prove 

Theorem 6.13: Assume that !Al :::; g(T)!-1 where g(T) satisfies the hypothesis of Corollary 5.3. 
Then there exisU, L, (, R all depending on 'Y and a set nA c n with lP[OA_] :::; K e-c(g('Y))-112 +cch 

such that for all w E fJA, for any (fl,, s) =j:. (µ, s), 

I lng(il,s,µ,s)[w](F) f3 {3,1,A 

< - inf [ inf r,(il,s,µ,s)(mg)-inf:F,(1'1'2'1)(m )] +er(l L M ( R) 
- ±(w±-u±)::;R meEF [w-,w+] me [w-,w+] l ' ' ' ' 

(6.96) 

and for any c5 > 0, for 'Y small enough, 

I lng(fi,s,µ,s)[w](F0 ) f3 {3,1,A 

~ - inf [ inf :F,~' 8 '~,s) (mt) - inf :F,~' 1 '!' 1 ) (mg)] - er(l, L, M, (, R) ±(w±-u±)::;R meEF [ _, +] me [ _, +] 

(6.97) 

where er(l, L, M, (, R) is a function of a= 1M that tends to zero as a 4- 0. 

Proof: The proof of Theorem 6.13 presents no additional technical difficulties compared to that 
of Theorem 6.8. We shall thus be very brief and restrict ourselves to detail the only subtle step. 
This one enters in the proof of the upper bound for the quantity gf:~~t_,s)(F n A(µ±,s±,w±)). 

From now on we will place ourselves on the subset of the probability space on which our various 
estimates from Section 6.1 and 6.2 hold. Without loss of generality we may only consider the case 
(µ, s, µ, s) = (1, 1, 2, 1). It is a simple matter to establish that 

z(1,1,µ- ,s-) zCµ± ,s±) (F) z(µ+ ,s+ ,2,1) 
g(l,1,2,1) (F n A(µ±' s±' W±)) < {3,,,A-\w- D.,{3,/ A+\w+,f3,1 x ec1-l(C+1L) 

{3,,,A - zc1,1,1,1) zc1,1,2,1) zC2,1,2,1) 
{3,,,A-\w_ D.,{3,/ A+\w+f3,/ 

(6.98) 

Just as in (6.86) we replace the ratios of partition functions in boxes A± above by the corresponding · 
ratios in boxes A± of length R. Thus, up to negligible errors, 

(6.99) 

From this we want to reconstruct the Gibbs measure in~= .A- U ~ U A+ with (1, 1, 2, I)-boundary 
conditions. Treating the numerator just as in (6.87), all we need is to show that, still up to negligible 

errors, 

Z c1,1,o,o) ({ ( ) _ 1 })zc1,1,2,1) zCo,0,2,1) ({ ( ) _ 2}) > zC1,1,2,1) 
~ 'T/ w_, a - e D. f3 1 ~ 'T/ w_, a - e _ ~ 
A-,{3,1 '' A+,(3,1 D.,{3,/ 

(6.100) 
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To prove this we start by piecing together the first and second term in the l.h.s. of (6.100). Using 
in turn the lower bound (6.54) and the upper bound (6.53), 

zl1,1,o,o) ({ ( w_ a) = el })z(1,1,2,1) = zl1,1,o,o) ({ ( w_ a) = el})P(1,1,2,1) z(1,1,1,1) 
A- ,(3,7 'TJ ' D..,(3,-y A- ,(3,7 'TJ ' D..,(3,7 .6.,(3,7 

~ zll,1,1,1) Poe-7-ler'(l,L,M,(,R) 
A-uD..,/3,-y (6.101) 

> zi_l,1,2,1) e--y- 1 (er'(£,L,M,(,R)+er'(£,L,M,(,R)) 
- A-u.6.,(3,-y 

where we have in addition used (6.84) in the first inequality. In the same manner 

zll,1,2,1) zl0~0,2,1) ( { 'TJ( w_' a) = e2}) ~ zQ•l,2,1) e--y- 1 (er' (£,L,M.(,R)+er' (£,L,M,(,R)) 
A-uA,(3,-y A ,(3,7 A,(3,7 

(6.102) 

Combining (6.101) and (6.102) thus gives (6.100) and making use of the later with (6.99) yields, 
up to the usual error term, 

zQ 11,2,1) (F) 
g(1,1,2,1) (F n A(µ± 8 ± w )) < A,/3,7 

(3,7,A ' ' ± - zQ•l,2,1) 
A,(3,7 

(6.103) 

The upper bound (6.96) of Theorem 6.13 now simply follows from (6.103) just as the upper bound 
of Theorem 6.8 follows from (6.87). The proof of the lower bound is a mere repetition of that of 
the lower of Theorem 6.8: simply substitute the boundary conditions (1, 1, 1, 1) by (1, 1, 2, 1) and 
use (6.100) instead of (6.83). This concludes the proof of Theorem 6.13.0. 

Finally, we want to give a characterization of the typical profile in the case of asymmetric 
boundary conditions. The relevant estimates and notations for this have been introduced already 
in the proof of Lemma 6.10. 

Let us define the events 

(6.104) 

Theorem 6.14: Assume that 1IAI + 0, f3 large enough ([3 > 1) and 1M('Y) + 0. Then we can 
find /-l » L » 1 and ( -i. 0, such that on a subset OA C 0 with flJ(O:\) :::; e-"Y-l !((') we have that 

for all w E OA 
g(µ,s,µ' ,s') [w] (E(µ,s,µ' ,s')) > 1 - 2Re-Lc(() 

{3,-y,A 1,A - (6.105) 

Remark: This theorem implies that for any volume A such that 1IAI + 0, we have .W-almost 
surely, 

lim g(µ,s,µ' ,s') [w] (E(µ,s,µ' ,s')) = 1 
-r.!.O (3,-y,A 1,A (6.106) 
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(Here one may, to avoid complications with the "almost sure" statement due to the uncountability 
of the number of possible sequences 'Yn, assume for simplicity that lirn,.io is understood to be taken 
along some fixed discrete sequence, e.g. 'Yn = 1/n. To show that the convergence holds also with 
probability one for all sequences tending to zero, one can use a continuity result as given inLemma 
2.3 of [BGP2]). 

Proof: The proof of this Theorem follows from Lemma 6.10 and its proof. We leave the details to 
the reader. O 

We are now ready to state a precise version of the main result announced in the introduction. 
We define the events 

and set 

This this notation we have 

E (µ,s) - { I\.../ A A ( ) - µ} o,A = a VuEA'TJc;,L u, a - se 

E - U E(µ,s) 
O,A = (µ,s) O,A 

E - U E(µ,s,µ',s') 
1,A = (µ,s)=fa(µ' ,s') 1,A 

(6.107) 

(6.108) 

(6.109) 

Theorem 6.15: For any macroscopic box V such that Iim,.io 11Vll = 0, IP-almost surely, 

lim lim 913 ...., A [w] (Eo v U E1 v) = 1 
"f.!.0 AtZ ''' ' ' 

(6.110) 

Proof: This theorem follows immediately Corollary 4.2 and the Theorems 6.9 and 6.14. The 
remark after (6.106) also applies here.(; 
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7. Conclusions and conjectures 

In the preceeding sections we have labored hard to prove that typical profiles in the one 
dimensional Kac-Hopfield model are constant on a scale of the order o( ,-1 . The careful reader will 
have noticed the conspicuous absence of any argument that would proof that they are non-constant 
on any larger scale. The reason for the absence of such an argument lies in Section 5. There, we 
prove upper bounds on the fluctuations of the quantities J):±,s±) that imply that they are typically 
not larger than Ji-1 1.6.I. What is not shown, and what would be needed, is that these fluctuations 
are actually of that size, and in particular that for µ =/:- µ', ft's,µ.,s) - J}: 1 

,s,µ.' ,s) typically differ 

by a random amount of that order. We certainly believe that this is true, but rigorous proofs of 
such statements are notoriously difficult to obtain and many problems in the theory of disordered 
systems are unsolved for very similar reasons. To our know ledge the only known method in this 
direction is the work of Aizenman and Wehr [AW] that yields, however, no good quantitative results 
for finite volume objects. In fact, it appears that even the uniqueness of the Gibbs state in two 
dimensions (which one should expect to be provable with this method) cannot be shown using their 
approach (just as, and for similar reasons, is the case in the two dimensional spin glass). A general 
method that would allow to get lower bounds on fluctuations corresponding to Theorem 5.1 is thus 
still a great desideratum. 

A natural question that poses itself is of course "What about dimensions greater than one?". 
Here, again, conjectures come easy, but at some of them may be provable. First, as mentioned, we 
would expect that in dimension d = 2 we still have a unique Gibbs state. This is motivated by the 
fact that at least the block-approximation looks very much like a multi-state random field model, 
for which this result would follow from Aizenman-Wehr. But as for a proof, see above ..... The same 
argument suggests, on the basis of the results of Bricmont-Kupiainen [BrKu] and Bovier-Kiilske 
[BK] that in dimension d ;::: 3 we will have many Gibbs states, at least one for every pattern and its 
mirror image. We would expect that this can actually proven, although technically this would be 
quite hard. To our surprise, it turns out that such a result is not even known in the ferromagnetic 
Kac model (see Cassandra, Marra and Presutti [CMP] for a conjecture), and techniques to take 
into account the the weak but long range interaction in proofs of phase-stability have still to be 
worked out. However, this problem appears to be solvable. This entire line of research is very 
interesting and will be pursued in forthcoming publications. 
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Appendix A: Proof of Proposition 6.12 

In this section we prove a lower bound on the infimum of the free energy functional over all the 
profiles that form an interface between a "phase" where the local overlaps are close to a(f3)s-eµ-
and another one where they are close a(f3)s+ eµ+. In the case of the ferromagnetic Kac model, 
the shape of the interface was described in [COP] chap. 6. In the case of the Kac-Hopfield model 
due to our restricted knowledge of the Hopfield model free energy with fixed overlaps, we cannot 
perform such a detailed analysis. 

Instead of working with the full free energy functional F defined in (6.4) we will replace it by 
a lower bound (that is also suitably normalized to have its minimal value equal to zero) defined as 
follows: Given a macroscopic volume ..6. that could be chosen without lost of generality to be [1, u3 ] 

we denote by 
-±± ±± L Ff.: ,s := V.t ,s + 1l <J?T(m£(x)) 

A A 
(8.1) 

xEint A 

·where 
± ± v.t ,s = rvf, A . I 

~ 7 ( )llm£(x)-m£(Y)ll~ 
6 "-yl x - y 4 

x,yEint A 
(8.2) 

+ 1£ 
llm£(x) - m(µ±,s±)ll~ 

1-yl(x-y) 
2 

xEint A,yEoA 

and for any ( ~ 2a(f3)( lf )112 ( cf Proposition 3.1), 

(8.3) 

The set of profiles that form an interface between the (s-, µ) and the (s+, µ+) within the volume 

ii is denoted by 

where y3 = sup{yly E u3} 

Proposition 6.12 then follows immediately from 

Proposition 7.l:There exists a (o = e(/3, M, f) such that for all (, (o ~ ( ~ 2a(f3)( lf )112 , we 

.have 

(8.5) 

Proof: 
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For any given profile in 7± ( .6.), we denote by 

(8.6) 

the last exit of the ( neighborhood of the (s-, µ-) phase and 

(8.7) 

the first entrance in the ( neighborhood of the (s+, µ+) phase after y1 . Notice that by definition 
of 7± ( .6.), Y1 and Y2 exist and satisfy 0 :::; y1 :::; Y2 :::; y3. We defined also the overlap increments: 

D(x) = ml(x) - ml(x - 1) (8.8) 

We write for 1 = Yo :::; x1 :::; Y1 

x1 

m£(x1) - a(f3)s-eµ- = L D(x) (8.9) 
x=l 

and for i = 1, 2 and all Yi :::; Xi+i :::; Yi+l 

Yi 

ml(Yi) - ml(xi) = L D(x) 

Xi+l 
(8.10) 

m£(Xi+i) - m£(Yi) = L D(x) 
x=yi+l 

at last 
Y3 

a(f3)s+eµ+ - m£(x3) = L D(x) (8.11) 
x=x3+l 

We define now the quantity 

2 
3 Yi Xi Yi 2 

c=L L L D(x) + L D(x) (8.12) 
i=l Xi=Yi-1 +1 x=Yi-1+1 2 x=xi+l 2 

we first show that £ can be bounded from above in term of V~± ,s±. Then we will bound from 
~ 

below£ by solving elementary variational problems. Putting those two bounds together will give 
a lower bound for v~±,s±. 

~ 

Let us start with the upper bound. We first perform for each value of b E 1, ... , [l/1£] a block 
summation with blocks of length b, the location of the leftmost part of the first block being a point 
z E 1, ... , b. Explicitly, calling 

ub+z 

D(u, b, z) = L D(x) (8.13) 
x=(u-l)b+z+l 
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we write 
x1 z [x\-z.J 
LD(x) = LD(x) + L D(u,b,z) +D+(x1 ,b,z) (8.14) 
x=l x=l u=l 

where 

D(x) (8.15) 
x=[ x1b-z ]b+z+l 

The second sum in the r.h.s of (8.14) will be called the bulk term, while the first sum and D+ will 
be called boundary terms. We. have also 

Yi [Yi;z] 

L D(x) = D_(xi, b, z) + L D(u, b, z) + D+(Yi, b, z) (8.16) 
x=xi+l u=[xi+:-z]+2 

with the 'boundary' terms 
[ xi+bl-z]b+b+z+l 

D_(xi,b,z) = L D(x) 
x=xi+l 

and 
Yi 

L D(x) 
x=[Yi;z]b+z+l 

We have also 

Xi 
L D(x) = D_(Yi-1' b, z) + 

[Xi;z] 

L 
[ Yi-1 +1-z] u= b +2 

D(u, b, z) + D+(xi, b, z) 

here the 'boundary' terms are: 

[Yi-1 :1-z J b+b+z+l 

D_(Yi-1' b, z) = L D(x) 
X=Yi-1 +1 

and 

D(x) 
x=[ xi;z]b+z+l 

For a given b and z, the Schwarz Inequality implies 
2 

Xi L D(x) < 
2 

(8.17) 

(8.18) 

(8.19) 

(8.20) 

(8.21) 

( 

• [Xi;z] ) . . 2 2 2 
llD-(Yi-1, b, z)ll 2 + L llD(u, b, z)l'2 + llD+(xi, b, z)ll2 

[ Yi-1+1-z] u= b +2 
(8.22) 
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We want to take the mean of the two sides of (8.22) over all the possible choices of block lengths 
b in 1, ... , [( 1.e)-1 and z in 1, ... , b. To do this we use a weighted mean for the block lengths and 

an uniform mean for the z E 1, ... b. We use 

[(1'.e)-1] ([(1'.e)-1] + 1)(2[(1'.e)-1]+1) 
6 

= ( [ ( ')' .e)-1 J ) 3 ~ ( 1 + 0 ( ')' .e)) 

(8.23) 

to define a weighted mean on 1, ... , [(1'.e)-1. Performing explicitly these weighted means gives 
2 

Xi L D(x) < 

(8.24) 

and by the very same argument 

Yi 2 

L D(x) < 

Collecting the 'bulk' terms in (8.24) and (8.25) to bound £, it is not difficult to check that 

3 
Yi [('Yl)- 1

] b 

((Je)-1 ]3 (1+ o('Ye)) •;~-• ~ f; 
[Xi;Z] [~;z] 

( Xi - Yi-1+1 + 
2.e) L llD(u, b, z)ll~ +(Yi - Xi + 1 + 

2.e) L llD(u, b, z)ll~ 
f [Yi-1+1-z] f -[Xi-Z] u= b +2 u- -b- +2 

2 [(-rl)-1] b [Yi;z] 
:::; 3 (1'£] 3 (1+ O(Je))(y; - Y•-1) (Y• - Y•-i+ i) L L L llD( u, b, z)ll~ 

')' b=l z=l -[Yi-1 +1-z] 
U- b 

:::; 3 (1+0(1'£)) (f.e(yi - Yi-1)) (f.e(yi - Yi-1) + 2) L 1-yl(x - y) llm£(x) - m£(Y)ll; 

(8.26) 
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It remains to consider the "boundary" terms, putting together the terms D + ( xi, b, z) and 
D _ ( Xi, b, z), it is not too difficult to check that 

2 2 

D(x) 
x=['\;z]b+z+l 

2 2 

~ 3 ( (y; - Yi-1 + ~eh£) ,L J7 t(x - y) llmt(x) - mt(Y) 11; 
Yi-1 ;S.x,y;S.yi 

(8.27) 
Therefore we get 

3 

£::; 4 L rl(yi - Yi-1)(/l(yi - Yi-1) + 3) (8.28) 
i=l Yi-1 ;S.x,y;S.yi 

which is the upper bound we wanted. 

Now we want to bound from below £. Notice first that by solving explicitly the variational 
problem we have that for all m1, m2 E m,M 

inf {ilm£(x) - mill~+ llme(x) - m2lln 
me(x) 

1 2 
~ 2llm1 -m2ll2 

(8.29) 

using (8.6) and (8.7) and convexity, we get 

,2 1 ,2 
£ ~ (y1 - Yo)2 + 2(Y2 -y1)lim£(Y1) - me(Y2)ll~ + (y3 - Y2)2 

~ ~(Y2 -y1) ((a(,8))2 -4(2) 
(8.30) 

On the other hand, c.f (8.3), we have 

rl L <I>T(me(x)) ~ rl(y2 -y1)E(() (8.31) 
xEint A 

therefore, introducing the macroscopic variables ui = 1lyi we get 

- ± ± 12 
:F~ ,s ~ (u2 - u1)E(() + . 

3 
((a(,8)) 2 - 4(2 ) 

.6. U2 - U1 + 
~ 0(() ( J12 ((a(,8))2 - 4(2) - 30(()) 

(8.32) 

where the last step follows from the explicit computation of the infimum over all possible values of 
U2 - U1.0 
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